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Calloway High's Lakers
defeat Murray High 9-7
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It's now the season
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Improvements in funding for
Kentucky State University and
recruitment programs to attract
black students are evidence that
Kentucky is complying with a
desegregation plan ordered by
the federal government, according to a Council on Higher
Education committee.
The report from the council's
Desegregation Plan Implementation Committee notes, though,
that the number of black faculty
members in the state has actually declined.
In January 1981, the U.S. Office for Civil Rights issued a
state.ment that there were
"vestiges of segregation" in

In Kentucky ...
PAINTSVILLE — Paintsville Mayor Robert Wiley says a suit
accusing a business college he once owned of making false claims
is "cheap West Virginia backwoods politics."
LONDON — If a federal judge approves, the state will pay
damages in the death of a 14-year-old boy killed in a 1983 shootout
in which a deputy sheriff and a man sought for a parole violation
also died, attorneys said.
HENDERSON — Opponents of a PCB-removal plant in
Henderson say the Environmental Protection Agency has
minimized possible hazards the plant poses for residents and the
environment.
FLEMINGSBURG — A supervisor who tried to reach two crew
members who suffocated in a 30-inch-diameter natural gas
pipeline said he was within sight of one of them when he, too, was
overcome.

CHICAGO(API— At least 400
people are likely to lose their
lives in traffic accidents over
the three-day Labor Day
weekend, according to the National Safety Council, which also
predicted 16,000 injuries.
There were seven confirmed
traffic fatalities by 6 a.m. EDT
today.
The national count of holiday
weekend fatalities began at 6
p.m. local time Friday and ends
at midnight local time Monday.
During last year's Labor Day
weekend, 439 people were killed •
and 18,000 others were seriously
injured, according to the coun-
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The Laker musicians sport smart, new uniforms: Ben Voo of
Murray High was soloist during their
halftime performance. The Lakers defeated the Tigers 9-7.
(Complete report on page S.

Kentucky's higher educaton
system.
Specifically, the agency said
there was insufficient support of
Kentucky State University, the
state's only traditionally black
institution, and minority
students and personnel were
underrepresented on the other
seven university campuses.
In a report released Friday.
the 'committee said those two
problems have been addressed.
The report notes that several
new programs have been
started at KSU and the General
Assembly has appropriated
special funds for the desegregation plan. An appropriation of
$4.4 million for the plan is in-

eluded in the current budget.
The report also noted that
recruitment programs designed
to attract black students are in
place at all of the institutions
and that minority students
receive 11 percent of all financial aid while they make up only
6.37 percent of total enrollment.
The lack of success in attracting and retaining black faculty
members is a concern, said
Gary Cox, acting executive
director of the council.
A report earlier this week by
the Kentucky Commission on
Human Rights revealed that 123
blacks were teaching at state
universities and community colleges in 1985, which was 12 fewer

than in 193 and the smallest
number since the commission
began keeping statistics in 1975.
In a letter to the commission.
Cox said a smaller number of
blacks with doctoral degrees
and competition- from other
states and private industry have
hurt Kentucky's recruiting
efforts.
Cox also noted that small pay
raises for faculty the last two
years were inadequate.
"Qualified blacks are Simply
seldom available in those fields
here vacancies have occurred
on our public university campuses. and where they have been
available they have often been
lured away by competing institutions.- Cox said.

At least 400 deaths predicted
in holiday traffic accidents

Today's highlight in history: On Aug. 30, 1983. Guion S. Bluford
Jr. became the first black American astronaut to travel in space,
flying aboard the shuttle Challenger. In another first, Bluford
and four colleagues blasted off from Cape Canaveral, Fla., at
night.

Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of This Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p m. Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
ore urged to coil 753-1916 bet

,

Colleges reported implementing desegregation plan

ASHINGTOA — The Soviet Union, stepping up its presummit campaign, has offered to open nuclear test sites to
American inspectors and to allow aerial monitoring of its troop
movements in Europe.
TRIPOLI, Libya — Diplomats and other sources here say
Libya has been quietly restructuring its military since the U.S.
air.strike last April 15 and has appealed for increased military
aid from Eastern bloc nations.
WA.SHINGTON — The Reagan administration, citing inappropriate timing, says it will not take part in a proposed series
of
televised debates between high-level Soviet and American
officials.
•
DALLAS — The billionaire Hunt brothers place one major company under bankruptcy Court protection, signaling what
could
ultimately be the dismantling of one of the nation's legendary
fortunes.
WASHINGTON — The U.S; Customs Service said it would be
using the Goodyear blimp to track drug smugglers along the
Texas Gulf Coast, but the announcement turned out to be just
a
trial balloon.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
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Members of the Calloway County Laker Band (left photo) and the Murray High
Tiger Band made
their debut last night during the season opening football game between Calloway
and Murray High.

News In Brief

.II

cil's records.
The council has advised
motorists to:
r Wear seat belts while driving and encourage passengers to
wear them.
✓ Place young children in approved child-safety seats and
make sure they are strapped in
properly.
Use lights and-gradually
reduce speed if conditions are
foggy.
✓ When a social occasion includes drinking alcohol.
designate one person who will
abstain and drive the others
home.

The United Way held seminars this week to train volunteers in
the fund drive far-Murray and Calloway County. Four seminars
were held to train volunteers who are soliciting donations from
government, business, industry and institutions. Above. Richard
Storts. Murray-Calloway County Hospital: Stan Key. Murray
State University and Bob Cornelison, campaign chairman
discuss the training during the seminar for institutions. The
1•nited Way fund drive will be Oct. 1-31 under the direction of Bob
and Gail Cornelison. campaign titairmen.

Border dispute may be decided by Supreme Court
PADUCAH (AP — A meeting
to help officials from Kentucky
and Illinois solve a boundary
dispute has failed and it appears
the U.S. Supreme Court will
have to settle the matter.
The two states have warred
for months over the location of
the border, which was set after
the Revolutionary War and
before either state existed. On
July 24, Illinois filed suit with
the Supreme Court, which has
jutisdiction over border

Tonight, partly cloudy with
the low in the mid to upper
50s. Light east wind. Sunday,
partly sunny with a 20 perc
ent chance of showers. High
In the lower 80s. Light
southeast wind. Outlook for
Labor Day, partly cloudy
with a high in the mid 80s.
EXTENDED FORECAST
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy skies and
mild conditions Monday
through Wednesday with
morning lows in the 60s and
afternoon highs in the 80s.

matters.
The suit asks that the high
court apply the same criteria to
set the common boundary as
were used in Kentucky's border
disputes with Ohio and Indiana.
Kentucky Attorney General
David Armstrong called for the
meeting Friday after saying the
suit caught his office by
surprise.
-We're of different minds, and
the Supreme Court may be the
only forum at this. junction to

resolve some of these questions." Armstrong said after the
meeting.
"We both want to win." Illinois Attorney General Neil
Hartigan said.
Armstrong said he was unwilling to stipulate that the issue be
settled through law established
by previous Supreme Court
cases over Kentucky's border
with Ohio and Indiana. The niling set Kentucky's border as the
low-water mark on the Ohio

River's northern shore as it existed in 1792 when Kentucky
became a state.
He also declined to agree to
maps offered by Illinois.
We want the same rights for
the people of Illinois that the
people of Ohio and Indiana have
gained through the Supreme
Court on exactly the same queslion. Hartigan said.
Kentucky officials contend the
((ont'd on page?)

Have a safe Labor Day!
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Stuart'book and
videotai*‘i•e available
through the foundation
Jesse

Both a previously unpublished
book of Jesse Stuart poetry and
a videotape of remembrances of
the late Eastern Kentucky
author's life may be purchased
through the Jesse Stuart Foundation in Ashland.
Dr. Jerry A. Herndon. a Murray State University professor of
English and curator of the Jesse
Stuart Collection in Pogue
Library on the campus, said both,
the book and the videotape are
available to the public.
Titled "Songs of a Mountain
Plowman," the book is made up
of poems written by Stuart between 1929 and 1931. They were
edited for publication by Dr. Jim
Wayne Miller of Western Kentucky University, who studied
manuscripts in the University of
Louisville library and the Pogue
Special Collections Library at
Murray State to establish the
texts of the poems.
The 57-minute videotape titled
"Jesse Stuart Remembered"
combines family remembrances
with home movie footage.
VHS copies of the videotape are

available at $26.95 each, and the
book of poetry is $10.95 a copy,
plus $1 for postage and handling.
Herndon also noted that
associate memberships in the
Jesse Stuart Foundation are
available to the public. Annual
rates are $10 for senior citizens
and students, $15 for an individual and $25 for a family.
He said new or renewed
members in 1986 and after will
receive a signed, limited-edition
print of a Jesse Stuart W-Hollow
scene.
The foundation, established in
1979 as a charitable and educational organization, manages the
published and unpublished
writings of Stuart. the Greenup
County author who became
known around the world before
his death in 1984.
Additional information about
the book of poems, videotape or
associate membership in the
foundation may be addressed to:
Dr. James M. Gifford, Executive Director, The Jesse
Stuart Foundation, P.0. Box 391.
Ashland. Ky., 41114, telephone
1606 I 329-5232.

WKEC receives approval to
maintain diagnostic center
The West Kentucky Educational Cooperative recently
received notification of approval
of continuation of an Area
Diagnostic Center. funded
through the Kentucky Department of Education with federal
funds under EHA, Part B tP.L.
94-1421.
The Diagnostic Center, which
has been funded since 1979, provides services to handicapped
students in the fdllowing counties:
Ballard,
Caldwell.
Calloway, Carlisle', Christian,
Crittenden, Fulton, Graves,
Henderson. Hickman, Hopkins,
Livingston, Lyon. Marshall,
McCracken. Muhlenberg, Simpson, Trigg, Union, and Webster
as well as the independent
systems of Dawson Springs, Fort
Campbell, Fulton. Mayfield.
Murray. Paducah. Providence
and the Owensboro Diocese
schools.

The Diagnostic Center's
primary target services are: (1)
Test
Administration
for
severe/profoundly handicapped,
and other low-incidence handicaps such as emotionally
disturbed/behavior disorders,
visually impaired, multiplyhandicapped, and physically handicapped; 12) Assistance in Identification/Placement/Instruction
and curriculum development for
these students.
The application for this appi•oved project and any subsequent
evaluation, periodic program
plan,or report relating to the project are available for public inspection by contacting the Director, Melba Casey. at the West
Kentucky
Educational
Cooperative, Special Education
Building. Murray State University, Murray. Kentucky 42071 (502 )
762-6965.

Zimmerman is
hired as writer
for information
services at MSU

MURRAY STATE Univeisity football coach Frank Beamer (second from left) was the featured
speaker Thursday at the weekly meeting of the Murray Rotary Club. Coach Reamer discussed his
depth charts and told the Rotarians a little of what to expect from his Racers, who open thier 1986
season Sept. 6 in Cape Girardeau against Southeast Missouri. From left are Rotary president Bob Billington, Reamer, George Oakley, program chairman, and Larry McIntosh, sports director of WPSD-TV.

Ford matches GM's financing
and Chrysler undercuts both
By The Associated Press
The junior members of the Big
Three automakers have fallen in
line with leader General Motors
Corp.'s 2.9 percent financing
rate, with No. 3 Chrysler going
one up with 2.4 percent interest
on some loans.
Customers swarmed the nation's GM dealerships Friday in
response to the heavy discounting, designed to clear out stocks
of slow-selling 1986 models at the
beginning of the new season.
"I was going to take my time,
but 2.9 percent will get
anybody's attention. You jump a
little quicker," said Ed DeBruyn
as he shopped at Dale Baker
Oldsmobile in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Chrysler Corp. and Ford
Motor Co. announced low interest programs Friday, a day
after GM'S incentives plan
began.
Critics maintained the rates
were promotional gimmicks,
paid for in the price of the car,
that confuse and perhaps
deceive consumers.

My glasses?

Ford, the nation's No. 2
automaker, said it would offer
2.9 percent interest on 36-month
loans for most of its cars and
trucks, with rates of up to 9.9
percent on longer-term loans.

Ford said its financing program would be effective from today through Oct. 8. Buyers have
the option of $1,000 rebates instead of the lower loan rate, the
company said.

Free English classes offered
Free classes in English as a Second Language will be offered by
the Adult Learning Center at
Murray State University beginning Tuesday, Sept. 2.
Classes will meet in Room 228
of Roy Stewart Stadium from
8:30 to 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday and
Thursday of each week. June
Vander Molen will be the
instructor.
Anyone 16 years of age or older
who is not now attending a public

school and who is learning
English as a second language
may enroll in the course. Emphasis is placed on conversational English and effective communication skills.
Students may register for the
course by visiting or calling the
Adult Learning Center in Room
206 of Stewart Stadium (762-6971)
between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

Border...
(Cont'd from page 1)
border is the Illinois shore,
which would make the Ohio
River part of Kentucky. That
would mean Kentucky fish and
wildlife laws would be enforced
on the river, up to the dry land of
the Illinois bank.
However, Hartigan said Illinois sportsmen, 10,000 of whom
petitioned him to take the suit to
court, find that arrangement un-

fair because they must decide
between buying Kentucky game
licenses or facing Kentucky
penalties.
The Illinois sportsmen cited
an attempt by Kentucky game
officials to seize the boat and
motor of a man who tied his
craft to the Illinois shore and the
fining of a boy who was fishing
from a log that extended into the
river from the Illinois bank.

Susan Shaffer Zimmerman, a
senior journalism major from
Murray, has been hired by the Office of University Information
Services at Murray State University as a student news writer.
Mrs. Zimmerman is married to
Louis Zimmerman, who is currently serving as Student Government Association president. She
is also the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Shaffer of Mayfield.
A 1983 graduate of Farmington
High School, Mrs. Zimmerman
served on the Graves County
United Newspaper staff.
At Murray State she has served as homecoming chairman for
the past two years. She has also
served as publicity chairman for
the Residence Hall Association
and is now vice president for
public relations for the Student
Ambassadors.
Mrs. Zimmerman will write
press releases about Murray
State's students and programs.

District Court
summary
The following is a summary of the DUI and felony
awes brought before the Calloway County District
Court this week. Calms othenvise noted. a court cost
of WM was automatically paid by the party men,
timed. A "tee" refers boa sheriff's fee). Persons ap.
pealing before Judge David Buckingham may have
either paid a fine, fee,court costs, made restitution or
received a sentence, or any combination. Some cases
may have bees continued. parsed on to another court
date or dismissed for a variety of reasons. Blade
meanors, including minor traffic violations, and offers'involving minors are not included in the follow.
log list:

From August 25:
Paul Caldwell, violation of terms of bond.
pre-trial conference scheduled Sept. 3, 1986.
Russ Eric DeShields, theft by failure to
make required disposition of property.
dismissed on motion of Commonwealth.
bench warrant withdrawn.
From August 27:
Ricky L. Stone, DUI, third offense, pleaded
guilty, $500 fine, $150 DUI fee, sentenced to
one year in jail with credit for time served,
balance of jail tim to be served under house
arrest.
Mark Cavitt, first degree assault,
preliminary hearing set Sept. 3. 1986.
„.. bench
Ray Stevens, DUI, failed to appear,
warrant issued.
Russell L. Wagner, [NJ!. pleaded guilty.
$200 fine. $150 DUI fee,$50 suspended,license
surrendered.
Wayne L. Burnett. DUI, pleaded guilty.
$200 fine. $150 DUI fee. $50suspended, license
surrendered.
Ray T. Durr, first degree wanton endangerment, dismissed on motion of Commonwealth because of insufficient evidence.
Charles S. Harper,receiving stolen property over 2100. amended to misdemeanor on
motion of Commonwealth.
Terry Stevens. knowlingly receiving stolen
property valued at more than $100. bound
over to grand jury.
Bobby Hughes. receiving stolen property
valued at more than $100. preffininary hearing conducted, case dismissed because of insufficient evidence.
Ron Orten. theft by failure to make required disposition of property valued at more
than $100, failed to appear, bound over to
grand jury.

4 DAYS ONLY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
MONDAY

The gorilla ate'em.
Southern Optical's two-year guarantee takes care of the
accidents that happen to kids' eyewear. Overly affectionate
dogs. Sliding face-first into home plate. A friendly wrestling match.
Even gorillas.
Bring us the pieces, and we'll repair or replace your
child's glasses. Abk91uWy free.
Our guarantee is part of our Children's Special, everything
you need for just $59.
Special care. We take the time we need to make and fit
your child's glasses precisely. It's the extra careful attention
we're famous for.
Special price: Just $59. Includes first-quality frames from
our special selection plus polycarbonate lenses that are virtually
unbreakable. The strongest and safest kind.
Before your child has another run-in with a gorilla,come to any
Southern Optical location for the glasses that come with a two-year
guarantee. You don't need an appointment. Just an interest in
something special for your child and a guarantee for you.

gOittiteAlt OPtitat
Your real value in better vision.

Olympic Plaza
Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 North
753-0422

Now for the fine pnnt You know there's always erule or two and here they are the Children's Special applies
only to children's glasses Makes Renew, nght And the two-year guarantee, as good as it is. does not include a
change of prescription It does cover just about everything else you can think of. including glasses that are run
over, sot on. pulled apart. or slammed into the lid of the piano All you have to do is bnng us the pieces

Behr's
VCR
Giveaway
Register To
WIN A FREE
VCR To Be
diven Away On
Labor DAY!FREE
VCR Given Away
For Each Of Our 34
Stores!
'No Purchase Necessary

Central Shopping Center Murray, Ky.
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Special Labor Day Store Hours 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Entire Stock of
Family Jeans

All Short Sleeve
Shirts and Blouses
in Store

*Jeans for all ages
•All name-brands included

•Does not include sweaters

50%
Early Season
Fleece Sale

off

Ladies Dressy
Entire Line of & Casual
Men's Sweaters Coordinates

•3000 pieces in stock
•17 colors to choose from
'For the entire family

25% off
Entire Line of
- Ladies Pantihose

25% off
. Dingo®

Early Blanket Sale

25% off

Back-To-School
Back Packs

25% off

Entire Line of Brass

40% off

25% off

Watches for Men
and Women

You Babes°
Coordinates for Juniors

Ladies red-tagged
Dresses
,

Off

Take an
additional

•Top or Skirt Orig. $18 ea.

25% off

Sale

,
Entire Line of 14K
Gold

50% to 60% off ..
Selected Dresses for
Little and Big Girls

30% off
Selected Men's Suits
*Only 9 left!
*Orig. to $165
Sale

49.99

---[vm4j9
-1r71
Special Labor Day9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

urs:.

All Sales On Stock Items Only

•250 to choose from
•Orig. to $22

'In-store only

25% off

Entire Line of
Fashion Jewelry

Men's Casual
•
Slack Spectacular
•3 styles

33% off Sale 9.99

Boots for
the Family

25% off

25%

50% off

Entire Line of Ladies
Foundations

Selected fabric and vinyl
Handbags

33% off
Selected CitationEarrings & Necklaces

50% of

12.99 ea.

•Includes briefs, bikinis, slips, bras, and soft skins'

r

25% off
Ladies Terry Wrap Robes

25% off

Ladies Dusters

All Ladies Socks

25% off

25% off

JCenne
Prices Effective Labor Day Only!

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 1-800-222-6161
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PERSPECTIVE

t

Southern Seen

A sampling of
state editorials

The Daily Independent, Ashland: The Kentucky Court of Appeals should follow the lead of 30 other states and declare invalid
Kentucky's archaic and little used "stolen love" law.
The law, dating back to the 19th century, allows a husband or
wife to sue for monetary damages if his or her spAuse's love is
lost to a third party. A Jefferson County Circuit Court jury
recently ordered a man to pay $15,000 to his wife's former husband for "alienating her affections."
There are several reasons why the "stolen love" law should be
declared invalid:
— It assumes that the person seeking damages possessed the
love of his or her spouse until it was "stolen" by the defendant. In
reality, the affection probably either had already died or was
weakening before the third party entered the picture.
— It assumes that a person's spouse is his or her possession
that can be stolen instead of being a person with a mind of his-her
own.
— pt aftempts to place a monetary value on love ...
— ,... The motive for filing such suits often is revenge.
We hope the higher court will seize its current opportunity to
bring to an end a law that has long outlived its usefulness.

U.S. SENATOR

Mitch McConnell
TALKS TO KENTUCKY

Letes reduce drug demand
In order to run a business successfully, you must pay
attention to both supply and demand. So it is also with drug
abuse.
Noting that most of the government's efforts to control drug abuse have focused on seizures and arrests which
affect supply, President Reagan stated recently that we must
also address the demand side of drug abuse.
With the schools about to open again, the President's
remarks, made with the announcement of a national strategy
to combat drug abuse, are particularly timely. It is shocking that more than half of teenage deaths are due to drug
or alcohol related traffic accidents. And given that attitudes
among teenagers reflect a general acceptance of drug and
alcohol abuse, it is clear that not enough has been done to
reduce the demand for drugs through efforts at home and
in our schools.
Sen. Paula Hawkins, who chairs the Senate Subcommittee on Children, Family, Drugs, and Alcoholism, stated
at a recent hearing that a significant amount of literature
found in the schools reflects a tone of using illegal drugs
responsibly. Sen. Hawkins suggested at the hearing that all
curriculum be redirected to teach our children to say "NO"
to drugs and that drug education programs be renamed
"Just Say NO to Drugs" education. In fact, when funding
for the National Institute of Drug Abuse comes before the
full Senate, Sen. Hawkins will propose that all that
agency's education grants carry the "Just Say No" message.
While that proposal has a great deal of appeal and
would send a strong signal, it remains for all of us to get
personally involved in the "demand" side of drug abuse.
I agree with the President's statement that if this battle is
to be won, "leadership must be evident. not only in the
White House and the State House, but also in the pulpit,
at the work place, in our schools, and in the media."
The "just say no" theme, begun by Nancy Reagan a
few years ago, serves as a simple, yet powerful, response
for young people faced with the ino,itable peer pressure that
will occur as school begins. Local groups interested in starting a "Just Say No" club, which generally appeals to
elementary school students, may want to call 800-258-2766
for information. Also, a rock video entitled "Say Nope to
Dope" and produced by the Jefferson County Schools is
available for the asking, according to Cyril Wantland, Coordinator for Alcohol and Drug Education for Jefferson
County Schools. Mr. Wantland says the video applies to all
age groups. You can contact him at: The Durrett Education Center, 4409 Preston Highway, Louisville, KY 40213.
I have already requested a copy of the video. Perhaps
it will help me get across the message that drug abuse cannot 1;:ie tolerated.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

By Larry McGehee

Hazings and hunting

The State Journal, Frankfort: The General Assembly ... this
year passed a law requiring police officers to arrest everyone
drinking in a public place not licensed to sell alcoholic beverages
and haul them off to jail. ... The law pleases those who are offended at the sight of drunks and winos on the street, and it adds one
more victory for those who would return Kentucky and the nation
to the era of Prohibition and bathtub gin.
The fans of various state university football teams who traditionally gather before games for food and drink in "tailgate" parties are now liable for a trip to the local jail before the kickoff.
Those who support symphony orchestras at outdoor pops picnics
... must now sip iced tea with their meals instead of wine or face
being carted off to the hoosegow between the first and second
movements. A six pack of beer at a family picnic in.0 public
park? Not if mom and dad don't want a trip in the paddy wagon.
We are tempted to suggest civil disobedience as a method of opposing this absurd law. ... The best recourse, though, is to let
, legislators know in plain language that if they want to continue
enjoying all of those nightly lobbyist receptions in Frankfort,
they'd better sober up and correct this stupid law — or else.

v•-

Miiiray Ledger & Times

In the haze of memory, hazing
and hunting seasons are knotted
together.
School hazings and squirrel
hunting had in common the
great theme of Initiation, the
ritual of the young being introduced into worlds from which
they hitherto had been
prohibited.
Hazings nowadays are rare.
Probably they depended upon
the hazer being a close enough
acquaintance for his authority to
go unquestioned by the hazee.
Certainly they were more common when schools and towns
were smaller. Hazing of
strangers by strangers just
doesn't sit right. Among

youngsters who had grown up
together. a year apart, it was
awkward enough.
The forms ranged from the
mischievous to the malignant.
At one end of the spectrum was
the silly and public hazing:
wearing beanies, having to wear
costumes one day to school, or
dyeing one's hair with food coloring. At the other end was the
dangerous and private hazing:
paddlings. roadtrips with one's
clothes off, swallowing oysters
tied by a string or drinking raw
eggs.
The point supposedly was to
welcome a newcomer into the
freshman class or the club.
Some hazers seemed to forget

that point and concentrate on
making another one: that
human beings can be friends.
I can't recall the name of the
redheaded basketball player
who delighted in wielding the
paddle he had made in shop
class. A handful of fellow
freshmen and I who had the
misfortune to share 6th-period
gym with the football and
basketball teams are unlikely to
forget the boy's face. My own
memories of it are upside down,
seen from bending over and
looking back up between my
legs in the locker room. We skipped a lot of showers that year in
order to get out fast.
That was about the same time

Looking Back
Ten years ago
A fetal monitor is now being
used in the labor and delivey
area of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Donna Goodwin
R.N. and Nancy McClure LPN,
are pictured demonstrating the
machine.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Schempp.
Miss Susan Elizabeth Moody,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Reuben Moody, and Ricky Lynn
Bowerman, son of Mrs.
Katherine Bowerman and the
late C.T. Bowerman, were married Aug. 7 at First United
Methodist Church.
Diane Duncan, Joy Hina,
Allison Marshall and Gary Murdock have been named as
member of a new musical
group, "Playground," at
Memorial Baptist Church.
Twenty years ago
Jean Blankenship has been
named as executive secretary of
Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross.
Army Pvt. Darell Sheridan,
son of Mr. and Mrs. R.C.
Sheridan, has been assigned to
18th Artillery near Hanau,
Germany.
Ground has been broken for
construction of a new building
for West Murray Church of
Christ at North 18th Street and
Holiday Drive. Aude McKee is
minister of the church.
Majorettes of Murray High
School Marching Band are Kay
Beaman, Mary Hopson, Debbie
Brandon, Marilyn Wilson, Pam
Lassiter and Jane Belote.
The bookmobile of MurrayCalloway Library will resume
its fall and winter schedule on
Sept. 1, according to Virginia
Swann, bookmobile librarian.
Thirty years ago
Everett's 5 and 10 Cent Store
on north side of court square will
reopen tomorrow after an extensive remodeling program, according to Bobby McDowell,
manager. The owners are
Everett Jones and Curt Jones.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Hendrickson and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. David Lee Roberts.
Miss Carolyn Sue Carraway,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T.C.
Carraway, and Paul Averett
Purvis, son of Mr. and,Mrs. Paul
W. Purvis of Paduetth, were
married Aug. 26 at South Pleasant Grove Methodist Church.
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Baker
and daughter. Jane,and Mr. and
Mrs. W.J. Gibson have returned
home after a vacation in
Virginia Beach, Va.
Forty years ago
Murray Training School of
Murray State College will open
on Sept. 9. The opening exercises will be in Little Chapel of

Administration Building.
Julia Fuqua won bronze
medal and William Foy was
named as a Star camper at 4-H
District Camp which closed
Aug. 23 at Murray State College.
Dale Melugin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh Melugin, has been
granted a scholarship for
research and advanced study in
physics at the University of Kentucky, Lexington. He is a
graduate of Murray Training
School and Murray State
College.
Births reported this week include a boy to Mr. and Mrs Kirby Hosford, Aug. 22; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Woods,
Aug. 23; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Reagan, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. G.W. Faughn and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Johnson,
Aug. 24; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Radcliffe Paschall, Aug. 25; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. R. Wimberly, Aug. 26; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Nash, Aug. 27; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Huel West,
Aug. 28.
Elected as officers of Murray
High School PTA were Mrs.
Graves Hendon, Mrs, T.C.
Doran, Mrs. Frank Littleton and
Mrs. Elliott Wear.
Mrs. F.D. Mellen presented a
program on "Art Treasures in
France and Other Countries
During World War II" at a
meeting of Magazine Club held
at home of Mrs. R.H. Hood.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clark and
daughter, Carole, of Chicago,
Ill., have been visiting relatives
here.
Calloway County Lumber
Company will be open for
business at its new location on
North Fourth Street on Sept. 3,
according to C.L. Sharbrough,
manager.
Fifty years ago
Increased enrollment and best
record of attendance in history
were features of opening of
Calloway County schools this
year, according to M.O.

Wrather, superintendent.
Through action of Murray
Chamber of Commerce, the
local CCC Camp is assured of being retained in this community
another year.
Dr. E.B. Houston,surgeon and
physician of Clinic Hospital
here, was one of principal
speakers at a joint meeting of
Graves County and Fulton County Medical Society at Hall Hotel,
Mayfield, on Aug. 26.
Work is underway on first of 15
rural highway projects in
Calloway County, according to
Robert L. Hart, foreman here.
Project No. 1 is known as
Dexter-Jonathan Creek Road
extending four miles east from
Dexter.
Calloway County Sheriff Carl
B. Kingins urges residents to
pay their taxes early to receive
a two percent discount.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Holmes
celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary on Aug. 23 on lawn
of J.L. Bean on banks of Clarks
River.
Showing at Capitol Theatre is
"Three Cheers For Love" starring Eleanore Whitney, Robert
Cummings, William Frawley
and Roscoe Karns.

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9525

Thoughts
In Season

Pants &
Slacks

By Ken Wolf
If you sometimes feel unappreciated when you try to do
some good and find your work
scorned or ineffective, you might
find some comfort — or a
backhanded sort — in this comment from the saintly missionary
Albert Schweitzer:
Anyone who expects to do
good must not expect people to roll stones out of his
way but must accept his lot
calmly even if they roll a
few more into it.
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in our lives we were graduating
from B-B guns and .22 rifle
targetshooting to hunting real
game. The memory of entering
the woods for the first time is
very much the same as entering
high school. Both had been visible but forbidden spaces, reserved for the initiated. It was the
duty of the initiated to issue the
invitations and to act as guides
into the mysteries of growing
up.
One earned one's invitation.
Initiation was a sign of acceptance into a closed circle. What
seemed like cruelty back then
now seems, years later, as more
cruel to those who were bypassed and excluded, never invited on a roadtrip or a hunting
trip.
We know that hunting is a dying art, and that hazing has been
phased out most places. So they
say.
But cliques still abound, selectivity and exclusion still go on,
perhaps more private than
public now. One wonders what
new shapes it has taken. One
hopes the cruelties it can inflict
aFe gone, but that the rites of
passage into accepting responsibility for oneself and those
younger still survive.
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BUSINESS NEWS

Patrick C. Gossum

established in 1854, is
- a
member- firm of the
New York Stock Exchange. The firm
engages in virtually
every phase of the investment banking and
securities brokerage
business offering
stocks, bonds, options.
retirement plans,
money market funds.
mutual funds, insured
CDs, tax shelters, real
estate, trust and estate
planning and investment management.
Hilliard Lyons has 41 offices in Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Tennessee,
Illinois. Virginia and
Mississippi.

Bill Kopperud, 1963. She completed
Broker, Kopperud Real- courses and seminars in
ty, has recently an- marketing analysis,
nounced that Frankie E. real estate law and
McNutt has surpassed finance since becoming
$1.090,000 in Real Estate a Tealtor.
Sales during 1986. She is
She has attained the
the first local realtor to million dollar producbe recognized for this tion level each year
honor this year.
since being in the real
estate business.
McNutt is a member
A native of Murray,
McNutt has been a full of the First United
time realtor since 1981, Methodist Church
at which time she and where she is chairperher family moved back son of the Worhip Comto Murray. Prior to
becoming a realtor, mittee. She is also a
McNutt held teaching member of the Murraypositions in Kentucky, Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce
Michigan and Tenwhere she is chairpernessee. She holds a
son of the Retirement
bachelors degree in Opportunities Commitbusiness education from tee and is a member
of
Murray State Universi- the board of directors
of
ty, having graduated the Murray
-Calloway
magna cum laude in County Board of

Wicker attends recent
Mary Kay seminar
Teresa Wicker of
Murray,an independent
beauty consultana for
Mary Kay Cosmetics.
has recently returned
home from three days of
intensive sales and product training in Dallas
as a participant in Mary
Kay's 1986 National
Seminar.
More than 25,000 independent beauty consultants and sales directors flocked to Dallas
betweeen July 14 -26 to
attend one of four consecutive three-day
meetings. In keeping
with the company's
commitment to
recognize outstanding
business women, this
year's multi-million
dollar seminar was appropriately entitled
"Starting Here, Starting
Now!"
To enable Wicker,
who joined Mary Kay in
August 1985, to build her
Mary Key business in
the months ahead.
dozens of specialized
classes were held each
day in product
knowledge, Color
Awareness, sales training, business management, goal setting and
other valuable tools for
business success.
Besides intensive
training, company
founder and chairman
of the board Mary Kay
Ash also used the annual
meeting to personally
reward and recognize

Teresa Wicker
the outstanding
achievers of the past
year. During four identical Awards Night extravaganzas, the company distributed more
than a million dollars in
fur coats and jackets,
luxury vacations, shopping sprees ad gold and
diamond jewelry.
Mary Kay Cosmetics,
Inc. is an international
manufacturer and
distributor of premium
skin, hair and body care
products, cosmetics.
toiletries and
fragrances.
Wicker was second in
wholesale sales and fifth
in retail sales in the unit
headed by Evelyn
Willie.
Her husband Keith
also attended.

For all health care costs
S25C

25, a 1983 graduate of
Murray State University who was recently
married and lives in
West Palm Beach, Fla.;
and Brad, a senior
engineering student at
Vanderbilt University,
"Frankie has
established an outstanding record of acFrankie McNutt
complishment
throughout her teaching
and real estate associated
with Kopcareers," stated Kop- perud Realty
and proud
perud. "We're proud of her
outstanding
that Vrankie is achievemen
ts.-

Broach qualifies to attend
national sales conference

Laura Ashley selects plant
Before the purchase,
Possum Trot has been
producing manufactured goods under contract for Laura Ashley
Manufacturing since
1980.

Mary Dunn Heneks is a new employee with The Flower Basket, 609 1/2 S.
Fourth St., owned by Sharilyn Wisehart. Heneks is originally from Murray
and has lived in Detroit and Florida where she has worked in several florist
shops for the past two years. She recently moved back to Murray. Henek has
graduated from Depatis Florist School in Detroit and has Won several blue
ribbons for her unique floral designs.

Business News In Brief
OWENSBORO, Ky.
(API — The_OwensboraDaviess County Airport
is close to landing
another airline.
Republic Express
Airlines will decide- in a
few weeks whether to
proceed with plans to
provide service from
Owensboro to Memphis.
Tenn., a spokesman
said.
"We think the basic
traffic pattern is there."
said Dennis Payton,
director of customer
services at the parent
company of Republic
Express. Phoenix
Airline Services in College Park, Ga. "We
think you need the
service."
Republic Express probably would offer three
flights a day to the
Republic Airlines hub in
Memphis, which would
give travelers access to
cities throughout the
Southeast and
Southwest, airport
manager John Games
said Monday. The
airline might begin service as early as next
month, he said.
Owensboro has not
had service from two
airlines since August
1945., when Ozark AirLines Inc. pulled out.
leaving the market to
Air Kentucky Airlines
Inc. That airline, which
operates as part of
USAir Inc.'s Allegheny
Commuter system, is
not worried about competition, said Don An-

drews, director of public
rela_ii_ons and
advertising.
"There's plenty in the
pie for everybody," he
said. Allegheny Commuter does not fly to
Memphis.
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any better
BUSINESS than
w• can!

PURDOM,THURMAN &
McNUTT INSURANCE
407 Maple
Southeld• Ct. Square
753-4451
Agents:
Dan McNutt
13111 Thurman
Pete Purdom

«...1111•••••001.1.01•••••••malimo..".

State Auto
Insurance

Dr. James B. Pickens is now in partnership with
Dr. A.B. Titsworth at 706 Main St. Dr. Pickens is
a May graduate of the University of Louisville
School of Dentistry and graduated from Murray
State University. He is married to Ruth
Titsworth Pickens, who is a pharmacist for
1Roy's Pharmacy. They have two children. Ryan.
7, and Anne Bligh, 5. Dr. Pickens is a nathe of
Mayfield and the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Pickens.

Something Big is About To Happen!

Nobody can protect your
Look to us for the quality Business Insurance coverages you need, including
Liability, Fire Crime and special Package
,plans. Call us today.

- Holmes said his company will--spend 'more
than $1 million in
development this year,
mostly in Lexington.
The predominantly
black Eastside
neighborhood has been
the site of some residential development in recent years but has had
practically no commercial development.

COVINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — A Lexington
developer's plans to
convert a vacant
warehouse into a $1
million retail and apartBOWLING GREEN,
ment complex would Ky. (AP) — Gov. Marprovide Covington's tha Layne Collins says
Eastside neighborhood the state decided to help
with its first commer- with the financing of the
cial development in Bowling Green Innovaears, city planners tion Center because
-small businesses are
sâtd.
%d Holmes, of Holmes critical to Kentucky's
Planning and Develop- economy.
ment Co., wants the city
to issue $750,000 in bonds
to help finance the
renovation of six vacant
buildings. %Holmes
would finance the rest of
the project privately.
Holmes said negotiations for a commercial
anchor tenant are proceeding with a small
discount department
store that has several
Kentucky outlets. He
declined to identify the
store.
"We'd also like to get
a small food store and a
bakery," he said
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We take pride in our
work, so you can take
pride in your office! Our
trained staff will do it all.
Daily, weekly or modthly. Just call us.

IRENE'S
JANITORIAL
SERVICE
437-4588
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Paying the bill

Realtors and the Murray Country Club.
McNutt and her husband. Dan, a partneirin
the insurance firm of
Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt, reside at 1005
County Cork Drive in
Gatesborough. They
have two sons — Greg,

Hazel Broach of Mur- were attended by field
ray, was honored by .representatives at the
qualifying to attend the e conference.
The group toured the
national marketing
sales conference of San Francisco and
Standard Life and Acci- Sausalito areas. They
dent Insurance also visited Muir Woods
National Monument, a
Company.
Broach met with other redwood forest preservfield representatives for ed in its original
the five-day event in San surroundings.
This is the first StanFrancisco at the Hilton
dard life Marketing
and Tower.
Conference Broach has
The conference was
attended.
held for Standard Life
A wholly-owned subfield representatives
sidiary of American Nawho distinguished
tional Insurance Comthemselves in sales and
pany, Galveston, Texas,
service to policyholders
Standard Life markets
during 1985-86.
life and health care inSales techniques and
surance in a 35-state
new product seminars
area.

Members from the Evelyn Willie unit attending
the recent Mary Kay seminar are pictured
above. From left, Senior Director Evelyn Willie,
Murray; Jane Estes and Betty Adams, Anna,
III.; Beth Cunningham, Benton; Teresa Wicker
and Keith Wicker, both of Murray,.

McKEE, Ky. (AP) —
Laura Ashley Manufacturing Inc. has selected
rural Jackson County in
eastern Kentucky as the
home of its first
manufacturing plant in
the United States, officials said.
Although Laura
Ashley acquired the
Possum Trot Corp.'s
assets on July 1, an official announcement of
the transaction will not
be made until next
Wednesday, when company officials come to
Frankfort for a news
conference and McKee
for ribbon -cutting
ceremonies.
A Laura
,Ashley
spokeswoman declined
Wednesday to discuss
the company's acquisition, citing next week's
eventh,

M&Tay Leckjer& Tunes

McNutt passes million dollar mark

Gossum joins Hilliard Lyons
local office as investment broker
Louisville, Kentucky
August 30, 1986 — J.J.B.
Hilliard, W.L. Lyons,
Inc., announces that
Patrick C. Gossum is
now associated with the
firm's Murray office as
an investment broker.
Prior to joining
Hilliard Lyons, Gossum
was a cost analyst for
Air Products and
Chemicals,Inc., Calvert
City, Kentucky. Before
this he was a senior
auditor for Lattimore,
Black, Morgan and
Cain, P.C., Nashville,
Tennessee.
He has a BS degree in
accounting from Murray State University.
Hilliard Lyons.
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Loans To Family
Loans to family
members, especially
parents
from
to
children. are often too
casually arranged.
What are the. consequences of charging
less than the going
rate of interest on a
loan to a family
member" What tax
treatment are you entitled to in the event
the loan goes bad?
Interest-free loans
and loans at less than
the going rate of interest are generally
treated by the IRS as
though they required
the going rate of interest. Such loans will
create interest income to the lender
and a corresponding
interest deduction for
the borrower. The interest deemed received by the lender is
then considered to
have been gifted back
to the borrower.
The rate of interest
'imputed" by the IRS
is determined by the
length of the loan and
the current rate of interest on certain
obligations of the
United States.
There will be no imputed interest it the
loan is under $10.000
or if the borniwer has
annual net investment
income of $1.110 or
less and the total
loans do not exceed
$100.000. For practp al
P11 rposes, the borrower can only use the
fund to acquire nonncome producing
a car. boat or
,1( mit., for example
If the debt 14v•omes
.incollectablei the
tender
get one of
'¼(l
possible tax
r.eatments. If its a
!I'm-business loan. the
.onder w ill get a short.
t,.rtn capital loss
outer the current tax
1,1ws The upcoming
tax legislation may do
.i%% ay with capital
4.iln and capital loss
provisions entirely. ,
The lender will he entitled to the preferred
ordinary loss if the
loan is in connection
with the lender's
trade or business.
If you are providing
financial assistance to
some family member.
whether it's a direct
loan, an assignment of
equity in property. or
a line of credit at a
hank, give proper colk
cern to both the legal
and tax aspects of
your transaction.

Michael H. Keller
Certified Public
Accountant
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_MURRAY TODAY
Coming community events listed
Saturday. Aug.30
Labor Day Carnival
by Wal-Mart Store will
be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in store parking lot.
Proceeds will go to
United Way of MurrayCalloway County.
————
.Kt' R..A . Motorcycle Races will start at 7
p.m. at Jaycee
irg rounds, Highway
121 North. Track will
open at 5:30 p.m for
practice.
——— —
Trigg County High
School Reunion will be
At new Trigg School
.'.\ teteria. A potluck
-4t:pper: will be served at
t: :111 p ii
— — —
lItt \A ay Public
1.!ilrars will he closed

M VIES
John Candy
—In —
Armed And
Dangerous (PG-13)

ANTHONY PERKINS
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Menus for Elderly Program listed for week

A

SPECIAL

The TRAr15-

Miirray Ledger & Times

Sunday,Aug.31
Sunday, Aug.31
Tuesday
Menus for the Nutri- Thursday at Ellis
potatoes, green beans,
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Fenton ween the Lakes will inHam, cole slaw, hot roll, butter, pudding
Program for the Center. Meals also are
tion
Activities Area in Land clude Archery TournaElderly and Meals on sent to private homes crowder peas, hot roll, pop, banana, milk, cofment at LBL Field ArBetween the Lakes.
Wheels for the week of each week day. The butter, Amaretto Moca, fee or tea.
chery Range: Iron In————
apple, milk, coffee or
Sept. 1 to 5 have been
Friday
centers will be closed on tea.
Annual homecoming dustry at 10:30 a.m. and
Cheese burger, letuce,
released by Jacqueline
Land Between the 1 : 30 p.m. and Conley, director of Monday, Labor Day.
Wednesday
onion, pickle spear,
Menus are as follows:
Lakes will be at Walter Homeplace Wedding at
Tuna casserole, lima tomato slice, french
Murray-Calloway CounBilbrey Place, across 3 p.m. at The
beans, carrot and raisin fries, bun, butter, fruit
ty Senior Citizens ProMonday
from Buffalo Pasture in Homeplace-1850:
salad in orange gelatin, cup, apricots, milk, cofgram, Inc.
Sausage
casserole,
LBL. A basket dinner Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
carrots in butter sauce, hot roll, butter, can- fee or tea.
will be served at about p.m. at Golden Pond
Meals are served at
taloupe, milk, coffee or
Visitor Center: LBL noon, Monday through broccoli, biscuit, butter, tea.
12:45 p.m.
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and Friday, at Hazel and apple turnover, diet dp————
Thursday
Descendents of the Attracting Wildlife to Douglas Centers, and plesauce, milk, coffee or
Chicken liver w/onlon
late Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Your Home at 3 p.m. at each Tuesday and tea.
gravy, mashed
Adams will have reu- Woodlands Nature
nion at pavilion at Center.
————
Kenlake State Park. A
Parents of children
basket dinner will be
Calloway County
who have not registered
served at noon.
Public Library will be
their children for Youth
————
closed today, Sunday
Calloway Public Club will meet at 6 p.m.
and Monday, Aug. 30
Library will be closed In social hall of First
and 31 and Sept. 1, inUnited Methodist
today.
observance of the Labor
What kind of day will tomorrow he To find out what the stars say, read the
Church.
————
Day Holiday.
forecast given for your birth sign.
Freedom Singers will
7—
The bookmobile
FOR SUNDAY, AUGUST 31, 1986
Chestnut Grove
present a gospel singing
librarian,
Carolyn
SCORPIO
ARIES
at 7 p.m. at Cherry Cor- A.M.E. Church at Hazel
Adams, said she would
(Oct.
23
to
(Mar.
Apr.
21
19)
Nov.
to
21)
COE
will have a 'Women's
ner Baptist Church.
be on vacation
In some ways, social life is inspirBe tactful with sensitive types
Day program at 3 p.m.
————
throughout the week of
ing now, though there may be some
today.
carries
An
idea
you
away
with
Descendants of
————
Sept. 2 to 4. No runs will
financial problems to deal with today.
enthusiasm, but there are further
Murray Single ConRebecca Brown and
be made at any of the
Keep expenses to a minimum.
things
worked
to
be
out.
Robert Howard will nection will camp today
regularly scheduled
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
have a potluck and tomorrow at Camp
stops this coming week.
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
(Apr.20 to May 20)
luncheon-reunion at Energy, Land Between
'Service by the
A career plan looks very good on
Though romance is in some ways
Murray-Calloway Coun- the Lakes. For informsbookmobile librarian
paper, but it may be hard to convince
favored,those with unrealistic expecty Park starting at 11 tion call Dick at
will resume on Monday,
a higher-up of its merit at present.
tations may be in for a letdown.
a
-4436-2174, Martha at
a.m.
Sept. 8, with ther(
However, keep your hopes up.
Balance intuition with logic.
759-4940 or Linda at
————
schedule to be published
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
Mr. and Mrs. Pat 753-9414.
(Dec.22 to,Jan. 19)
in the Sept. 6th issue of
May 21 to June 20)
Wilson Carraway will be
A family member may need
A partner or family member may
the Murray Ledger &
honored in celebration
Monday,Sept. 1
not agree with you on your version of
encouragement. Travelers may meet
Times.
of 50th wedding anniverCalloway County and
with some last-minute snags. Doublea dream house. Two heads will have
Sunday,
Aug.31
sary with a reception Murray City Schools
to work as one for success now.
check time schedules and other
AA will have a closed from 2 to 4 p.m. in social will not be in session toCANCER
arrangements.
meeting at 4 p.m. at hall of First United day, Labor Day.
(June 21 to July 22)
AQUARIUS
American Legion Methodist Church.
Don't be discouraged if your first
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
————
Building, South Sixth
attempts at a creative project aren't
Without a doubt, you must do
————
Administrative ofand Maple Streets. For
entirely successful. Remember,
further research about an investment
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton fices will be closed and
information call Paschall will be honored classes will be dismissrevising is part of the artistic process.
or business matter. A friendship may
Pine Bluff Craft Club
753-0061. 762-3399, in celebration of 50th ed at Murray State
be tested today.
LEO
met at the home of
753-7764 or 753-7663.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
PISCES
wedding anniversary University today, Labor
Lillian Jines in Hamlin
maw
Though long-range financial pros(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
————
- with a reception from 2 Day.
on Tuesday, Aug. 26.
pects remain good, there may be an
National Scouting to 4 p.m. in Community
It's best not to bring up business
Three guests present
immediate cash flow problem. Opt.
Museum will be open Room of North Branch
matters at a social occasion. Keep
were Hazel Patterson,
Kentucky Barkley
for inexpensive entertainments.
everything light, breezy and cheerful.
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. of Peoples Bank.- The
Esther Sigmon and Kay
Bass 'n' Gals Club is
Be
VIRGO
sensitive
to
loved
————
ones' needs.
family requests that scheduled to meet at 7
Derby.
YOU BORN TODAY need to be
(Aug.23to Sept.22)
Second day of Labor guests not bring gifts.
The group, which has
p.m. at Golden Corral
Some
involved
of
you
in
your
experience
work
a
to
whirlbe
happy.
Day Arts and Crafts
———
been
in existence since
Family Steakhouse.
Both creative and practical, you
wind romance today. However, there
Festival will be from 10
Events in Land Bet1972, participated in a
————
may be a problem to contend with at
sometimes have difficulty in reconfarewell luncheon for
Labor Day Golf
ciling these qualities. You're somehome. Accept responsibility.
INIII 11111111
Jean Stenstrom who
Scramble will start at 10
LIBRA
thing of a perfectionist in your work,
moved Aug. 15 to Carol
a.M. at Oaks Country
which is OK as long as you don't take
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
QUALITY
Stream, Ill.
Club.
yourself too seriously. A sense of
Use leisure time constructively.
FILM DEVELOPING
Other charter
————
humor will help ease your path in life.
Don't let time by yourself degenerate
members who have
Auditions for "Young
You're a born communicator and will
into unproductive worrying or feelmoved in recent months
Can't Take It With You"
ings of loneliness. Get involved.
succeed in creative work.
include Dolores
will be at 7 p.m. at
FOR MONDAY,SEPTEMBER I, 1986
Zinkovich to Orange CiPlayhouse in MurrayARIES
pulous or self-serving. Be quiet about
ty, Fla., and Edith Ham
Calloway County Park.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
financial matters.
to Frankfort, Ind.
For information call
Responsibilities arise in connec- SCORPIO
IIJLrLFLr
Members present at
759-1752.
tion with others, which you're able to (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
the August meeting in—
—
—
—
ruwxur
handle efficiently. In business, you're
First attend to routine tasks and
cluded Mary Alford,
Murray Lodge No. 105
shrewd and perceptive today.
don't become involved with a conBea Pearson, Ann
Free and Accepted
TAURUS
frontation with a higher-up. Social
.Sympson, Bertha
Masons will have a
(Apr.20 to May 20)
life is promising tonight.
Young, Murrell Thornpotluck supper at 6:30
A partner or close tie has objec- SAGITTARRJS
ton. Mary Gertzen,
p.m. at lodge hall. Work
tions to a plan of yours, but you'll be (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Hazel Wainscott and
in third degree will be
able to win this party over to your
Business discussions should be
Lillian Jines.
held.
point of view. Home matters are kept private. A trip to a familiar locale
Bertha Young will be
————
accented.
may be the best bet for travelers.
hostess in September.
Labor Day Parade for
GEMINI
Some attend to school matters.
veterans of west Ken(May 21 to June 20)
CAPRICORN
tucky, west Tennessee
What you're unable to accomplish (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
and southern Illinois
at the office, you'll get done on your
Financial involvements with others
will start at 10 a.m. at
own time. Partners are quite suppor- aren't favored now. Be aware of
•Limit one coupon per customer and one
tive. Avoid fights with co-workers.
Second and Broadway,
shrewd operators. You shine in group
coupon per roll with this ad.
CANCER
Paducah. Events are
activities today. Voice your opinions
Expires Sept. 6, 1986
(June 21 to July 22)
AQUARIUS
scheduled throughout
LOS ANGELES (AP)
The conservative iipproach is best (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
the day at Carson Park,
— Sult
inger Tina
in business. Shoppers may find they
Accept an invitation from old
28th and Madison,
Tu er, whose
ar
may have to return an item. Creative friends. Try not to let little things get
Paducah.
ca er was rejuve
ed
work goes best in the afternoon.
in the way of harmony with close ties.
————
last year y a GrammyLEO
You're shrewd in business now.
Calloway Public
winning
lbum, was
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
PISCES
Library will be closed
honored
ith
a paveIt's
exactly
not
bribery, but an (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
today in observance of
ment
along
star
the
ornery relative would be appeased
One task is easily done, another
Labor Day.
Hollywood Walk of
gift
with
or
some
a
show
of
affection
may
be
beset with problems. Still, the
————
Fame.
on your part. Avoid confrontations of pluses outweigh the minuses. Even1 HOUR
National Scouting
The Vine Street
wills.
ing
hours
accent
close
relationships.
PHOTO DEVELOPING
Museum will be open
ceremony
drew more
VIRGO
YOU BA /RN TODAY are meant to
Olympic Plaza. Murray
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
than 1,000 fans, many
(Aug.
23
to
Sept.22)
do
your
own
thing,
but
must
guard
759-9347
- ——
chanting "Tina, Tina,"
Avoid distractions and clear up a against being narrow-minded. When
Open Mon.-Sot. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
at the front of the landpending assignment. Then, you will you cultivate a philosophy that
(Cont'd
12)
page
on
lin MI MR Ell I= MIR MI I=
mark Capitol Records
be free to pursue whatever your heart reflects universal principles, you
building.
desires. You're especially articulate attract many followers. Both science
"I can't tell you what
today.
and art are likely to appeal to you.
it feels like. I'll find the
LIBRA
You do well in business for yourself
words for it later," Miss
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
Zet and some of you may be physical
Turner said after accepA friend may ask a favor of you. fitness addicts. Birthday of: Rocky
You're able to see through the Martian°. boxer; Yvonne de Carlo,
ting a plaque proelaimmotives of someone who is unscru- actress; Lily Tomlin, comedienne.
ing Aug. 28 as Tina
Turner Day in Los
Angeles.
Sponsors pay $3,500 to
WOMEN'S HEALTH CARE ASSOCIATES, INC
nominate a celebrity for
consideration by a
Chamber of Commerce
board of directors. Columbia Records sponAll student subscriptions are for nine months.
sored Miss Turner's
star, which is the 1,831st
Cost is just $44.50
and is between those of
take pleasure in announcing
Lowell Thomas and
the association of
Frank Fay.
She won four of the inTo order your student gift subscroption, simply fill Out
dustry's covbted Gramthis coupon and send it with payment to Circulation
my Awards in 1985 for
Department. Name Newspaper. Address "
her "Private Dancer"
for the practice of
album, including record
Please send a student subscription to
and song of the year for
"What's Love Got To Do
Student Name
Withjt?"
School Address
In 1976, a chef earned
2301 Kentucky Avenue
between $400 and $500 a
week. That chef today
Paducah, Kentucky
usually makes $1,000 a
'
week. Menu prices have
Office Hours
Jumped 75 percent in the
Phone
last 10 years throughout
By Appointment
502-442-5102
the United States, priceindex figures show

Saturday, Aug. 30
will be from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge. This is for
members only.
————
Labor Day Arts and
Crafts Festival will be
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in
Fenton Activities Area
in Land Between the
Lakes.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
National Scouting
Museum wIl be open
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
The Unknown Scout will
appear in a live
dramatization at 11 a.m.
and 2 p.m.
————
— ——
Events in Land Betetaiants of John ween the Lakes will inN•
,!: Smotherman clude Wildlife Tour at 8
A • •1 Mary Louise a.m. and LBL Wildlife
-All will 1101(1 their at 1 : 30 p.m. at
.t•••.•.., reunion at 6:30 Woodlands Nature
I ., 71i at The Boston Tea
Center; Iron Industry at
Party, Holiday Inn. For 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
int,irfilation call at The Homeplace-1850;
):(-45S5. evenings.
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
— —— —
p.m. and Our Mr. Sun at
1)anee featuring 1 and 3 p.m. at Golden
music by Frontier Band Pond Visitor Center;
Home Sausage Making
at 2:30 p.m. at Empire
Farm.

ju intANpf

Ia Burkeen. editor
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Send them news from home!

Order a student
subscription to
Murray Ledger & Times

LLOYD W. HOUSMAN, M.D.
GARY T. ENGLAND, M.D.
DENNIS L. OWENS, M.D.

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
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Tennis play

DATEBOOK
Tuesday

The Tuesday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray
Country Club will play Tuesday, Sept. 2, at 8:30
a.m. at club courts. Substitutes will be Marilyn
Germann and Ann K. Bolin. The lineup is as
follows: Court One — Carol Waller, Marilyn
Adkins, Becky Wilson and Mug Rigsby; Court
Two — Norma Frank, Annette Alexander, Ann
Uddberg and Vicky Holton.

Girl Scout sale planned
Murray Girl Scouts will sponsor a uniform
swap/sale at the Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe
Street between North Eighth and North 10th
Streets on Saturday, Sept. 6,from 9 a.m. to noon.
Good quality used uniforms' will be available to
be swapped or sold, along with troop numbers
and Girl Scout and Kentuckians patches needed
for the girls' sashes. Uniforms persons wish to
sell or swap must be brought to the Girl Scout
cabin
on Friday, Sept. 5, between the hours of 5
.
to r p.m. A sup oi paper or s x o cara mum.ot
ned to each uniform with name, address, phone
number and sale price. "Remember that 25 percent of the sale price is a donation to the Girl
Scout Cabin Renovation Fund. Money from sold
uniforms or unsold uniforms may be picked up a
the cabin from noon to 1 p.m. on Saturday, Sept.
6; or if you prefer for a processing fee of 50 cents
your money can be sent to you. Remember a Girl
Scout uniform, whether current or previous
design, is always an official uniform," a Girl
Scout spokesman said.

Dial-A-Devotion here
Memorial Baptist Church has just voted to
begin again the Dial-A-Devotion telephone
outreach ministry to Murray and Calloway
County. Persons may dial 753-4411 at anytime to
hear a recorded devotional message from the
church.
•

Church planslpromotion
Sunday School Promotion will be at 10:45 a.m.
service on Sunday, Aug. 31, at First Christian
Church. This will include the presentation of certificates of promotion, attendane recognition,
engraved white Bibles, flowers for the teachers
and something for everyone. The Teachers and
spouses will have a dinner at The Boston Tea
Party at Holiday Inn following the morning

service,

Reading class planned
Fall Reading Program for Grades 1 to 12 at
Murray State University will start Wednesday,
Sept. 10. and conclude on Monday. Dec. 1. Sessions will be-from 3:30 to 4:20 p.m. each Monday
and Wednesday. An individualized program of
reading instruction designed for remediation or
enrichment of reading needs or interests will be
featured. Instructional areas will include word
recognition, readiness, comprehension, reading
in subject matter areas, study skills, rate of
reading and fluency. Instruction will be supervised by Dr. James Carlin and Dr. Wayne
Gwaltney. The fee will be $5 per hour of instruction; however no child will be denied services for
lack of ability to pay. Individuals wishing to
enroll a child may do so by calling 762-2446.

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training center
for the handicapped) has as an ongoing project
of the clients the collection of aluminum cans.
My one having cans to donate are asked to bring
them to the center at 702 Main St., Murray, during opening hours. Monday through Friday.

Workshop at church
A Bazaar Workshop will be at First
Presbyterian.C.I:Ulreh an Tuesday. Sept. 2, at.7 _
p.m. This is a workshop for persons to work on
items for the annual bazaar held each year at the
church.

MURRA.Y
TODAY
_

753-0069 I

Please Be
Patient
We've begun our carrier delivery in Calloway
County. We are very
excited about giving all
our county subscribers
same day delivery.
Please be patient and
Work with us to ensure
everyone gets their
paper.
If you have any questions call 753-1916.

Two Trustworthy Names
100. Come Together to&
"
11.1.111111.111.411111.1.111/121.1
Since

.0

Sale
Price
Now
In
Effect

AilMfr
America's
Favorite
HouseWarmer

Open the Doors to Quality, Service and Savings
New Shipment Just Arrived:

•Fireplace Inserts
•Circulators
•Free Standing Stoves
•Wood and Coal Furnaces

ICIEL11-171

RENTAL4SALES

CENTER
200E Main

'53 82C
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Oak Ridge Boys deny they are breaking up
NASHVILLE, Tenn. quartet, known for hits ed
a news conference to
(AP, — The Oak Ridge like "Elvira" and "Bobdiscount rumors they
Boys deny they are bie Sue," said they call- were
d i s b and i n g
breaking up, despite
persistent reports in
h
pas
vte dmeo
en
idth
es
d tothagot theiryr
th
0,
0mething
separate ways after 13
years.
"We have never, ever
entertained
.4_ breaking nix!!- lead. -singer Joe Bonsall
said he
thougTe
t
CI
at a news conference.
The country -style

3

because b a r i t o n e
William Lee Golden has
recarded a solo album.

Big Is About To Happen!
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Laker defense bends but doesn't break

Calloway County
edges Murray 9-7
By KENT BROWN
Sports Editor
Calloway County head
coach Jack Haskins
wears a paper four-leaf
clover on the collar of
his shirt when his football team is playing.
His teenagedaughters
Kelly and Amy. when
they were younger.
gave it to him Jas a good
luck charm.
Friday night at CCHS.
it worked.
For the first time in
the school's history.
Calloway County
defeated Murray in
football.
Holding the Tigers to
one touchdownlieWith a
defense that gave but
didn't break, the Lakers
came away with a 9-7
victory.
It was the season
opener for both teams.
-We've worked night

and day, night and day football. We need to get
on our defense, and it more kids out.
paid off." Haskins said.
Murray High actually
"They were tough when dominated the game
they had to be tough. It statistically, racking up
was a great team effort. 157 yards on the ground
We did a good job of and 58 through the air,
containing their while holding Calloway
quarterback (Mark County to 95 yards
West 1. and we changed rushing and 0 yards
defenses at halftime try- passing.
ing to confuse them. We
The Tigers finished
showed them something with 13 first downs to 6
different than the 50 for the Lakers.
scheme we normally
Calloway County had
use.
just one first down in the
••Calloway County has first half, yet led 9-7.
never been able to beat
Chad Stubblefield
Murray in football. I nearly gave the Lakers
think this showed some the lead on the opening
people that we're able to kickoff, gathering in a
play some pretty good booming kick by James
football at Calloway Payne near his goal
County.
line, finding a seam in
'I hope this win the Tigers' coverage
causes some kids to and racing up the midnotice our football pro- dle of the field to the
gram and makes them Murray 26-yard-line,
start to want to play where Ed Hendon finally brought him down.
Runs of six and four
yards by CCHS quarterback Carey Alexander
and three yards by
Kevin Doyle gave the
Lakers a first down at
the 13.
MHS's defense stiffened, though, so Haskins
sent in senior tackle
Mike Garland for a field
"A.P.R. 36 Months G.M.A.C. Approved
goal try.
Financing or 4.8% 48 Months
Garland delivered,
splitting the uprights
from 29 yards out, and
the Lakers led 3-0 with
8:18 remaining in the
first quarter.
Calloway stopped
Murray from getting a
first down on its first offensive series, .forcing.
the Tigers to punt.
Fred Jones let Hugh
Houston's kick bounce a
few times, fielded it on
the Murray 45, angled to
his -right and sped down
the right sideline to the
end zone, cutting back
at the la to avoid the last
Tiger tackler.
Garland's extra point
attempt was blocked,
making the score 9-0.
"We just' didn't do a
good job of covering
kicks early in the
game." MHS head
coach Jack Cain said.
And when we did start
covering them, it was
too late.
"We probably should
have been able to overcome those early

Staff photos by Kent Brown

Calloway County senior
tackle Mike Garland
dives for Murray
quarterback during the
Lakers' 9-7 win at
CCHS. Laker head
coach Jack Haskins felt
like his defense did a
good job of containing
West, though the senior
signal-caller connected
on several key passes in
the second half,
Yinishin the game with
58 yardft through the air.
Left,
allow;ay's Fred
Jo s races down the
sidelines for what proved to be the winning
touchdown, a 45-yard
punt return. Jones let
Hugh Houston's punt
bounce several times
before fielding it, angling to the sideline, then
eluding the last Murray
tackler at the 1(1.

YEAR END SALE

2.9%

(Cont'd on page 9)
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Marino, Elway shine in final exhibition tilt
(AP) - Dan Marino
and John Elway will be
going into the first game
of the NFL regular
season with hot hands,
while the absent Joe
Montana has a hot
receiver waiting for his
return.
Marino completed 14
of 18 passes for 201
yards, including a
21-yard scoring toss to
rookie James Pruitt
with two seconds left in
the first half, as the
Miami Dolphins whip-.
ped the Tampa Bay

•

University
Barber Shop
"Guess What!
Billy's Back
Barbering"

Trucks-Trailers
-Buses, Inc.
U.S. 641 South
753-1372
- Jack Foley - Ben Nix
- Don McCord -

TRUCK

Billy Brandon
University Barber Shop is proud to announce that Billy
Brandon is 'low associated with University Barber Snop
Boy is tne former owner of the Southside Barber
Shop
Come see Billy from 11 am -5 p m Tuesday thru Enclay for a" your hair care needs
Hours: 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
753-1953
Tues.-Sat.
309 N. 16th St.
Next to University Inn Restaurant, across from Wells Hall

Buccaneers 21-3 Friday
night.
Elway completed 17 of
23 passes for 275'yards
and two touchdowns in
the first half as he led
the Denver Broncos to a
16-0 halftime lead en
route to a 19-10 victory
over the Los Angeles
Rams.
Meanwhile, the San
Francisco 49ers played
their third straight exhibition game without
Montana, but still beat
Seattle 21-10 as secondyear wide receiver
Jerry Rice caught seven
passes for 92 yards and
two touchdowns from
backup Jeff Kemp......
"I think he's among
the two or three fastest
wide receivers in the
league," Terry Taylor,
one of the Seahawks'
defensive backs, said of
Rice.

Rice caught TD
passes of one and 14
yards from Kemp in the
second period after
Seattle had taken a 10-0
lead. He also grabbed a
43-yarder to set up the
first touchdown
reception.
Kemp played with a
former Olympic
sprinter, Ron Brown,
while with the Los
Angeles Rams. But he
says, "On the football
field, Jerry has
awesome speed, cotparable toto Ron
Brown's."
In other preseason
games, Washington
defeated Atlanta 29-21,
Detroit outscored Cincinnati 30-20 and San
Diego beat St. Louis
24-17.
In today's game.
Chicago plays Buffalo at
South Bend. Ind., while

Pittsburgh is at the New
York Giants; New
England at Green Bay;
Kansas City at New

Orleans; Minnesota at
Indianapolis and
Houston at Dallas
tonight.

KY Prep Scores
Adair Co. 27. Casey Co 6
Barren Co. 46. Monroe Co 26
Beechwood 44. Madiera. Ohio 7
Boone Co 31, Erlanger Lloyd 7
Boyle Co. 15. Washington Co 6
Breathitt Co. 16. Morgan Co 7
Caldwell Co. 32. Crittenden Co 7
Caverna 28. Hart Co. 12
Cawood 28, Bell Co 16
Oxley Acad. PE 39. Coy Holmes 14
Cov, Catholic 28, Newport 13
Cov, Conner 10. Marlemocd. Ohio 7
-Co
.
k. Scott 6. Simon Kenton 0
Dixie Mts. 14. Meade Co. R
E. Carter 32. Lawrence Co 6
E. Hardin 13, Elizabethtown 6
Edmonson Co 20. Scottsville 7
Fort Knox 36, Lou Shawnee 10
FranklIn-Simpson 25, Madisonville 0
Ft Thos Highlands..39. Dayton 0
Garrard Co 14. Berea 0
Glasgow 21. Howling Green 20 Graves Co 23. Fulton City 7
Grayson Co 14. Nelson Co 13
Greenup Co 14. Lex Bryan Station
13
Henry Co 53. Jenkins 0
HopkInsville 14. Ft Campbell 12
Jessamine Co 42. Pulaski Co 6
-,Trohnv,n Cent 22 Clay. Co 14

Something Big Is About To Happen!

LNICIPF

LaRue t'o 21. Russell Cit 20 JOT
Laurel Co 41 Somerset 0
Leslie Co 26. MC Napier 8
I.ex Henry. Clay 15. Ashland 6
Lincoln Co 20. Harrodsburg it
Logan Co 27. Greenville 14
Lone I/ak 18 Ballard Memorial 0
Lou Butler 12, Lou Manual 8
Lou lieSales 17. Lou
As 12
Lou Fairdale 34. Lou Male 13
Lou Holy Cross 20. Jelfersontown 17
Lou PRP 21. Lou Central 0
Lou St Xavier 21 Lou Southern 14
Lou Trinity 27. Lou Doss 7
Lou Valley 3, Lou Seneca 0
Lou Waggener 42. lAiu Atherton 24
Lou Viestein 30. Builltt Cent
Ludlow 12. Brwur
Lynn Camp '13. Whitley Co 16
Madison Cent 20. Lex Tales Creek
14
Marion Co 25. Scott Co 14
Marshall Co 41. Webster Co 3
Mason Co 54, Mlitl 0
Mayfield 14. Heath
McLean Co. 36, Brecklnridge Co 0
Newport Cent ('9th 25. Campbell
Co 0
North Hardin 21. Bardstown 16
Obion Co , Tenn 43, Fulton C., 0
Ohio Co 27, Hancock CO 6
Oldham Co 11. Lou Eastern
lwenshoro Cath 21. Apollo
pad Tilghman 14. Owenshoro ii
Hog kcastle Co 17, Evans 7
Russell 41, Lewis Co 7
Russellville 17. Trigg Co 10
Shelby Co 21. Lou Ballard 0
Taylor co 30. Campbellsville ii
l'nion Co 34. liavless Co 14
University Hts 23. Clarksville
!Tenn 7
W Carter 16. Fleming Co 0
Warren Cent 10 Warren East 7 tUT
Western Hills 14. Franklin Co 6
VVhitesburg 20. Elkhorn City 6
Viilliamsburg 7. Knox Cent 6

44119110111111111•11911=00111=111

ONLY
Muffler &
Tailpipe $3990

Best Prices...
Best Product...
C
Best
Dual
Workmanship... Exhaust '8800
Aluminized Mufflers
Best Warranty.
for most cars & trucks

Installation labor FREE
most pick-ups

omplete

for

& Tailpipes Available
COMPETITIVE PRICE GUARANTEE
"If our everyday low prices are not already lower on the
same quality parts, we will match any locally advertised price."

4

Lifetime Warranty (including road hazard)
available on: exhaust systems, brake pads &
shoes, shocks arid even dual exhausts.

1

7
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Lanning considers Pikes Peak Marathon 'a REAL test'
Competing in
marathons at high
altitudes can do strange
things to you.
Just ask Dr. Adam
Lanning, III, of Murray.
"When I reached the
top of the mountain this
girl threw blankets over
me to warm me up and

gave me a massage. At
least I thought it was
girl. I found out at the
bottom that the girl was
a man, a bearded man.
That's how out of my
head I was."
The mountain that
Lanning is talking about
Is Pikes Peak in Colorado, and the episode
he is describing took
place during the Pikes
Peak Marathon last
Sunday.
Participants in the
Pikes Peak Marathon
start at 6,600 feet, run,
walk and struggle to
14,110 feet, then turn
around and follow the
same trail back to
where they started.
Dr. Adam Lanning, Ill, is shown participating in a
triathalon. He no longer
has the beard.

At 10,000 feet there

normally is only onehalf of the oxygen in the
air that there is at sea
level, Lanning said, adding at 16,000 feet you
usually are required to
where an oxygen mask.
Cars have trouble
making it to the top of
Pikes Peak because

up. Your systems are in
shock because of the
elevation. If have t9
make any kind of exertion at all, you immediately go ipoxic, and
you wonder if you'll
ever get your breath
back.
"The closer you get to
the top, the less you can
breathe. Your legs are
worn out, and you don't
have that much control
over them.
"Two miles from the
top, you can see all the
runners above, and it
looks interminable. You
can hardly think about
reaching a point 50
yards ahead of you,
moreover two miles.
"The last mile or so,
you're going over rock
their engines don't get slides. There's hardly
enough oxygen, he any path at all. The runnoted.
ners who have reached
Lanning calls the the top are now coming
marathon "a REAL at you, and you have to
test."
watch for them.
"It was every bit as
"I almost felt like
rough as I thought it, crying."
would be," Lanning
said. "It was the
At the top, the womantoughest marathon I've man suggested that
ever run in. And I've run Lanning rest awhile
in 64 marathons."
before heading down.
Lanning completed He readily agreed.
the 26.3 mile race in
After the blankets, the
seven hours, four massage and a couple of
minutes. It took him cokes, Lanning made
four hours and 17 his descent.
minutes to go up the
"You have to kind of
mountain. He had hoped lean back going down, in
to do it in four hours.
order to maintain con"I don't know which trol and not have a bad
was tougher — going up fall. There's a very good
or coming down," Lann- chance of tripping. I fell
ing said. "Right from twice, but both times I
the start, you are climb- was able to catch myself
ing pretty much straight and not get hurt. I saw

them carrying people
out on stretchers.
"The top of your
thighs take a tremendous pounding going
down, because you're
using them the whole
way to slow yourself
down. You could go 50
miles an hour if you
wanted to."
Lanning's daughter,
son-in-law and grandson
were waiting for him at
the finish line. His
daughter cried when she
saw his condition.
"She said that when I
hit the line my eyes rolled back into my head,
and I was out," Lanning
said.
Fifteen minutes after
he finished, he got sick.
Thirty minutes later,
he felt "like a million
dollars."
"It was momentary
pain, just momentary
pain," Lanning said.
The only injury Lanning suffered was a black
toenail, from it pushing
his big toe against his
shoe going down the
mountain.
"I don't understand
why I didn't have any
other injuries," he said.
Lanning's son, Adam
Lanning, IV, also ran in
the marathon, completing it in five hours,
fifty-five minutes.
"He was real pleased
with his effort," his
father said. "I don't see
how he did it. While I
was out running up and
down the mountains
during the week prior to
the race, he was sleep-

Calloway County 16.
Wingback Chris Padgett
took the ball to the
Calloway 16 on a 23-yard
reverse. Earlier, West
and Miller had combined on a 16-yard pass
play.
The third quarter ended with Murray at the
Calloway 14, faced with
second down and eight.
And the fourth
quarter began with
CCHS's Bobby Allen
making, perhaps, the
biggest defensive play
of the ballgame, an
11-yard sack of West.
"That sack hurt,"
Cain said."We missed a
blocking assignment on
the play."
"Bobby Allen is a
heck of a football
player," Haskins said.
Facing third down
and 19, Murray went for
a 40-yard field goal, but
took too much time and
was penalized five
yards. Monty Thompson
then partially blocked
Payne's 45 -yard
attempt.
"That penalty was
just a first game
mistake," Cain said.
Fired up after preventing the Tigers from
scoring, the Lakers
mounted their best
drive of the night and
ate up nearly seven
minutes in the process.
Starting at tZ.:;,61
20, the Lakers
d to
the Murray 17 in eight
plays, only to have the
drive end when Alexander couldn't get the
handle on a snap on a
third-and-one quarterback sneak, and David
McDowell fell on the
ball for the Tigers.
"That's the most conservative call you can
make, and we botched
it," Haskins said.

c.L11\4•M.E.

R

14 oz. T-Bone
Includes choice of potato,
tossed salad & french bread

$525

Thurs . Fri & Sat . Aug 28th 30th

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS
$4
50 •Eviory Thu,,. Fri & Sat Evening

Homeplace Family Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd.

759.1864

"We're going to have a
talk about that play next
week in practice."
The key play in the
drive was a 25-yard
dash by Thompson from
his tailback position.
Fifteen more yards
were tacked onto the
play when Murray was
called for unsportsmanlike conduct.
The Tigers had
another similar penalty
during the drive.
On Murray's next
possession, Allen stopped Payne for no gain on
third-and-four, forcing
the Tigers to punt.
Getting the ball with
3:32 left in the game,
Calloway, behind the
straight ahead running
of fullback Kevin Doyle
and Thompson, nearly
ran out the clock, getting two key first downs.
Murray only had time
for a desperation heave
by West from Murray's
48.
"Both teams were
ready to play and did a
good job," Cain said. "I
play to win state championships. If I have to
lose to somebody, I want
it to be a non-district
team.
"We're going to add
some things to our offense and open it up a
little more. We just have
to learn from the
mistakes we made
tonight."
Doyle was Calloway's
leading rusher. with 50
yards on 12 carries.
Thompson finished with
49 yards on 11 carries.
Padgett gained 29
yards on two carries for
Murray. Payne had
eight yards on four
carries.
Both teams were
penalized four times for
40 yards.

"If I enter the
marathon again, I'm going to run up and down
the (Stewart) stadium
steps 50 times a day,"
Lanning said.
Yes, again.
Lanning says he
might enter the
marathon again in two
years.
"It gave me a real
fine sense of accomplishment," he
said.

Reds
down
Cards
ST. LOUIS ( AP
—
Bill Gullickson pitched a
three-hitter, retiring 17
of the the last 18 batters,
and Buddy Bell
homered Friday night
as. the Cincinnati Reds
won their sixth straight
game with a 2-0 triumph
over the St. Louis
Cardinals.
Gullickson, 12-8, walked none and struck out
five as he won his fourth
straight start, his eighth
career shutout. In his
last eight starts,
Gullickson has permitted only six earned runs
over 65 innings — a 0.83
ERA.
Mike LaValliere, who
singled in the third, and
Willie McGee, who
singled in the fourth and
the ninth, were the only
Cardinals to reach base.
Gullickson faced only 30
men.

_Calloway Co. registers
first victory over Murray
(('oned from page S)
mistakes, though. They
never did really move
the ball against us, and
we went up and down
the field. But we
couldn't get it over the
goal line."
After Jones' return,
neither team mounted a
scoring threat during
the rest of the quarter.
Murray, however,
opened the second
quarter with a 15-play.
63-yard scoring drive.
Tailback Rodney
Skinner was-- the
workhorse during the
drive, carrying the ball
seven times for 30
yards. He rushed for 98
yards on 24 carries for
the game. Sixty-nine of
his yards came in the
first half.
West capped the drive
with a one-yard quarterback sneak with 6:21 remaining in the half.
Payne added the extra
point.
Calloway had stopped
the drive on the 23-yardline, but was called for
roughing-the-kicker on
a 42-yard field goal try
by Payne.
West followed with an
11-yard toss to Payne
that put the Tigers on
the Calloway 2.
West was 4-10 throwing on the night. Alexander was 0-1 for
Calloway County.
West and Mark Miller
hooked up on an 18-yard
pass on the Tigers' first
possession of the second
half, turning a thirdand-11 situation into a
first down at the Murray
48.
A fumble and an incomplete pass ended the
drive at the Murray 47.
After holding the
Lakers, the Tigers marched from their 25 to a
first down at the

ing and getting
massages and taking
vitamins. He's young
though, and a tremendous athlete."
Training for the
marathon, Laming logged 321 miles in July. He
said his training wasn't
adequate, though,
because he ran over
small hills and on level
ground.

161.6. 66.69.
,
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The Pikes Peak Marathon Course
No. 2 player enjoys
not being pestered
NEW YORK (AP —
He is the second-ranked'
,
men's tennis player in
the world, but in this
country, he is Mats
Who? Mats Wilander
likes it that way.
"It suits me perfect,"
Wilander said Friday
after his 6-1, 7-5, 6-4
triumph over Thierry
Champion of France on
an outside court.
"Usually it is always
like that. If you could
win every Grand Slam
and have no one expect
you to win the next one,
that would be the best
position you could have
in life. And that's what
I'm trying to do."
Wilander is extremely
popular in his native
Sweden, where he is the
leader of the world's
reigning tennis
powerhouse. But he
does not have to put up
with the adulation given

•

In observance of the
Labor Day holiday,
Rickman-Norsworthy
will be closed
Motickw to give Oa
employees a wellearned day of rest.

Boris Becker, nor is he
recognized in most
countries as a star
athlete.
"I can walk down the
streets and not be
recognized," he said.
"That is how I want it."
Three of Wilander's
countrymen won Friday
— No. 4 Stefan Edberg.
No. 7 Joakim Nystrom
and No. 13 Anders Jarryd. So did No. 3 Becker
of West Germany, sixthseeded Jimmy Connors
and No. 16 Miloslav
Mecirof
Czechoslovakia

LAKE
PAVING
CO., INC.

Bell's homer in the
sixth, his 17th this year
and 10th in 26 games,
pulled him within one of
his single-season high.
It came off Danny Cox,
8-11, who surrendered
only six hits.
St. Louis was shut out
for the 13th time this
year.
The Reds won for the
10th time in 11 games.

The Affordable Dream

1987 Model 145
6/455TRE/inn Bass Boat
Includes Boat, Custom Trailer, 35 Mercury HP Motor. Motorguid
e Magnum Trolling Motor, and Humminbird LCR 2000 Depth Sounder.

Grand Rivers, Ky.

ASPHALT
PAVING
•Streets
•Roadways
'Parking Lots
'Shopping Ctrs
•Residential
Subdivisions

STANDARD FEATURES:
•Rack and Pinion Steering
•Running Lights
•Large Dry Storage Compartment
•Two-Tone Sport Seats
Brilliant Polyflake Finish
•Aerated Tournament Livewell
Plush Marine Carpeting
•1311ge Pump
Throughout
"Aeverse Moldeded Lids
•Carpet Lined Rod Storage
•Two-Tone Paint

EARLY FALL
SPECIAL

Free Estimates

362-8661
Plant Sites
Paducah
Lake City
Mayfield

•

$539500

Jim Freels
Lake Shore Boat Shop

5 miles west of Cadiz on U S 68
Phone 924-5527
"The Best Deals Come From Jim Freels"

•
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1

Legal

1

Legal

POB II
FIRST PHASE PARKING

"Hey! I think I'm getting Orange Crush over here."

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
37 Talk glibly
39 Drinking
toast
41 Printer's
measure
42 Stool
44 Rock
45 Perform
47 Soil
49 Mast
50 Jump
52 Tidy
54 Grad-to-be
55 Brim
57 Landed
59 At home
61 Pair
63 Poker stake
65 Butter
substitute
67 Hostelry
68 Defeat
69 Time gone by

1 Declared
5 Sleeveless
cloak
9 C:.owd
12 In addition
13 Egg-shaped
14 White House
nickname
15 Negative
prefix
16 Contest
18 He wrote the
StarSpangled
Banner'
20 Spanish
article
22 Part of
camera
24 Majority
27 Matures
29 Tommy -31 F-emale rutt
32 Evergreen
trees
34 Hearing
Organs
36 Myself
1

2

3

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

BOLE RED
LOSE MET AM)
AT DOT TONGUE
COD FOP NAG
ERIE NAB PEUT
PRO RAM DUE
SO APPAREL PA
ADD TAU TIP
YEAR
ON POST
RUG NOa DO
CANDOR TED ellA
OWE LORE AM I R
WED DEAD BID
althi

3 Exists
4 Canine
5 Shooting star
6 Thoroughfare
7 Male parent
8 Antlered
animal
9 City official
10 River in

DOWN
1 Capuchin
monkey
2 Fidelity

4

5

6

7

8

9

12

14

13UUU

15

16

20

17

22

2'

•

27

18

28

19

23
29

24
30

10

11

UU

U25

28

31

a4

35

36

32UUU
37

38

41

42

39

40

44

43

UU

45U46UUUU

se
50

51

52

49
53

54

47U
55
61
67

•

62

56
63

se

59

60

57UR
64

UU

65
69

68UUU

66

UU

UUU

Siberia
11 Exist
17 N.L's
counterpart
19 GI, e.g.
21 Period of
fasting
23 Type of
cookie
25 Religious
academies
26 Seesaw
27 Beg
28 Television
receivers
30 Sins
33 Sow
35 Drunkards
38 Shower
40 Soaks up
43 Actor
Williams. et
al.
46 Claw
48 Stories
51 Math term
53 Agave plant
56 Crony
58 Excel
60 No extent
61 Roman gods
62 Prefix for not
64 Japanese
drama
66 Note of scale

Murray Calloway County Hospital will
receive bids for the construction of
FIRST PHASE PARKING for POB II
1Professional Office Building II) on
South 8th Street, Murray, Ky., on
September 9. 1986 at 2:00 p.m. local
time in the Board Room of the hospital,
at which time the bids will be publicly
opened and read aloud.
The project consists of paving of parking lot to the south of line shown on
drawing. Work consists of grading,
removing trees, removing curbs, new
curbs, new drive entrance, asphalt
paving and parking lines.
Proposal forms, contract documents,
including plans and specifications shall
be on file at the following locations.
Gresham Associates, Inc., 1701 Kentucky Ave., Box 7038, Paducah, Ky.
West Ky. Contractors Assn., Paducah,
and Murray, Ky.
Copies of the documents may be obtained from the Architect, Gresham
Associates, Inc. on or after August 25,
1986 by a check in the amount of Twenty Five Dollars ($25.00) which will be
refunded on each set returned in complete and good condition within fifteen
j15 days after bid opening. Checks
should be made out to Murray
Calloway County Hospital and mailed
to the Architect.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the
bidder and acceptable sureties in an
amount equal to five percent (5r 'r) of
the bid shall be submitted with each
bid.
The successful bidder will be required
,to furnish and pay for satisfactory performance bond and labor and material
payment bond in the amount of 100e'r of
the contract as provided for in the
specifications.
Prevailing wage rates are not
required.
The Owner reserves the right to reject
any or all bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding. No bid shall be
withdrawn without the consent of the
Owner for a period of forty-five (451
days subsequent to the opening of bids.
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Stuart Poston, Administrator

POB II

2

Murray Calloway County Hospital will
receive bids for the construction of
POB II Physician Suites on South 8th
Street, Murray, Ky., on September 16,
1986 at 2:00 p.m.local time in the Board
Room of the hospital, at which time the
bids will be publicly opened and read
aloud.
The project consists of partitions,
doors, finishes, cabinets, mechanical
and electrical work on an individual
suite basis, based on a fascimile plan
of two suites included in drawings for
shell-in.
The, construction of the building shell
is to be bid separately.
Proposal forms, contract documents,
including plans and specifications shall
be on file at the following locations.
Gresham Associates, Inc., 1701 Kentucky Ave., Box 7038, Paducah, Ky.
Farris, Hatcher
&
Tremper,
Engineers, 124 S. 31st St., Paducah, Ky.
West Ky. Contractors Assn., Paducah,
and Murray, Ky.
Nashville Contractors Assn., Nashville,
Tn.
Builders Exchange, Louisville, Ky.
Dodge/Scan,
Nashville,
Tn.;
Evansville, In; Mission, Ks.
Copies of the documents may be obtained from the Architect, Gresham
Associates, Inc. on or after August 20,
1986 by a check in the amount of One
Hundred Fifty Dollars ($150.00) of
which One Hundred Dollars ($100.00)
will be refunded on each set returned
in complete and good condition within
fifteen (15) days after bid opening.
Checks should be made out to Murray
Calloway County Hospital and mailed
to the Architect. One deposit of $150.00
covers both shell-in and Physician
Suites.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the
bidder and acceptable sureties in an
amount equal to five percent (5/) of
the bid shall be submitted with each
bid.
The successful bidder will be required
to furnish and pay for satisfactory performance bond and labor and material
payment bond in the amount of 100% of
the contract as provided for in the
specifications.
Prevailing wage rates are
for the individual suites.

not required

The Owner reserves the right to reject
any or all bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding. No bid shall be
withdrawn without the consent of the
Owner for a period of sixty (60) days
after the opening of bids.
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Stuart Poston, Administrator
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Notice

115 S. 4th St.

Shop Around
& Compare
before you buy a
Medicare Supplement,
Cancer Insurance or
Nursing Home Policy
Don't pay more
than necessary

Call Bennett
& Associates
305 N 4th St Murray
753-7273
CUDDLE up with your
sweetheart in front of
an energy efficient
Blaze King Fireplace
Insert with optional
glass door. Morgan's
Furniture, 503 E
Washington. Paris, Tn.
901-642-4179.
WANT someone to take
over payments on Lake
Barkley Resort Deal.753-3781.
PAMS CAKE HUT.
Have you got an anniversary or wedding
coming up? Then stop
by and check out our
cakes. Plus receive a
lOrf, discount during
Sept. All our cakes are
made fresh. Nothing is
made ahead then frozen
and we use scratch
made butter cream
icing. We put that extra
effort into our cakes to
make them something
special to remember.
Call 759-4492. 410 Main
St. or 437-4455.
POPULATION Survey
Research of Model,
Tennessee. Population
by families, road areas.
and landmarks prior to
1965. Compiled and
printed by Population
Survey Research, P.O.
Box 400, Dover, Tennessee 37058. For a copy
of this report, send
name and address and
five dollars in check,
cash or money order to:
Population Survey Research, P.O.Box 400.
Dover. Tennessee 37058.
,
7
„fyright
ci
applied for.
cold Nugget, west
side of square,
Mayfield. Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it.- Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

SNIFF
SNIFF
SNIFF

GL`i,6 IINPAYOUTF17
ARE THE BIGGEST Bi..!,
4CH
GCCF-0C FS A7
SF 75 ,N ALL GREATICK1

9ARN SNORKEL!
ALWAYS
ONE -UPPING
ME!

The successful bidder will be required
to furnish and pay for satisfactory performance bond and labor and material
payment bond in the amount of 100% of
the contract as provided for in the
specifications.
Prevailing wage rates are required for
the shell-in project.

The Owner reserves the right to reject
any or all bids or to waive any informalities in the bidding. No bid shall be
withdrawn without the consent of the
Owner for a period of forty-five (45
days subsequent to the opening of bids.
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Stuart Poston, Administrator

Face
Brick
Start At

'14'..1000
Vowel! &
Son Inc.
TN
587-2301

Martin,

Buying?
Selling?
Trading?
You'll find
everything
you
need
in the
Classifieds!
Call
753-1916
5. Lost and Found
POUND! A way to save
1/3 the work or 1/3 the
cost on heating wood A
new Blaze King Catalytic wood stove's the
answer. See at Mor•
gan's Furniture. 503 E.
Washington, Parts. Tn.
901-642-4179
6.

Help Wanted

3000 GOVERMENT Jobs
List. $16,040 -$59,230 year.
Now hiring. Call 805-6878000 Ext. R-8155.
ARTIST model. Department of Art. Part
time. Salary $5.00 per
hour. Experience in
artistic sensitivity
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for fall
semester 1988. Contact
Department of Art,
Murray. Ky. 42071 502762-3784. E0E. M/F.
PART time help needed
at 641 Club Apply in
person.
needed
in my home •3:30 to
midnight. Mitst have
own transportation.
Mature lady preferred.
Call 8a m. to 3p m.
489-2529 in Stella &
KIrksev community.

nABYSITTER

Help Wanted

ATTENTION managers
& district supervisors.
Do you feel unchallenged? Would you
like to work for one of
the fastest growing
ready to wear chains in
the country? Excellent
benefits, salary,
bonus0s, stock options,
etc. If you are a
motivated individual
and are willing to
relocate send resume
and salary history to:
Personnel dept.. 45
Carriage House Dr.,
Jackson, Tn. 38305.

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES

POB II

Murray Calloway County Hospital will
receive bids for the construction of
POB II (Professional Office Building
II) on South 8th Street, Murray, Ky., on
September 16. 1986 at 2:00 p.m. local
time in the Board Room of the hospital,
at which time the bids will be publicly
opened and read aloud.
The project consists primarily of shell
in only of a two story, part three story
office building connected to the existing
POB I Building. The construction of individual physician suites to be under a
second contract.
Proposal forms, contract documents,
including plans and specifications shall
be on file at the following locations.
Gresham Associates, Inc., 1701 Kentucky Ave., Box 7038, Paducah, Ky.
Farris, Hatcher
&
Tremper,
Engineers, 124 S. 31st St., Paducah, Ky.
West Ky. Contractors Assn., Paducah,
and Murray, Ky.
Nashville Contractors Assn., Nashville,
Tn.
Builders Exchange, Louisville, Ky.
Dodge/Scan,
Nashville,
Tn.;
Evansville, In; Mission, Ks.
Copies of the documents may be obtained from the Architect, Gresham
Associates, Inc. on or after August 20,
1986 by a check in the amount of One
Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($150.00) of
which One Hundred Dollars ($100.00)
will be refunded on each set returned
in complete and good condition within
fifteen (15) days after bid opening.
Checks should be made out to Murray
Calloway County Hospital and mailed
to the Architect.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the
bidder and acceptable sureties in an
amount equal to five percent (5%) of
the bid shall be submitted with each
bid.
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DO you need a job and
hope for the future?
You may qualify if you
DON'T have a GED or
High School diploma
and have been out of
school 9 months or more
and are between ages of
16 & 22. You must live in
Calloway County. Call
us at JTPA 753-9378
Monday -Friday
8a.m.-1p.m.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332. 3418 Enterprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl.
33482.
EXPERIENCED over
the road truck driver.
Must be at least 25 yrs.
of age & 2 yrs. over the
road verifiable. Call
436-2837.
1-TIRING! Federal
Government jobs in
your area and overseas! Many immediate
openings without waiting lists for tests. $15$68.000. Phone call refundable 602-838.8885
Ext. 684.
HURRY! Need parttime help now till
December. Call Susan
at 247-4456 9a.m.-5p.m.
or 753-7888 after 6p.m.
IMMEDIATE opening:
Regional Coordinator
Adult Basic Education_
Ten counties.
Qualifications: Ability
to offer technical assistance to local ABE
programs and to enhance recruitment efforts. Kentucky Cer•
tification required.
Salary based on
qualifications and experience. Health benefits and travel paid.
Send letter of applica•
tion. resume and references by September
11, 1986 to: Melba
Casey, Director, West
Kentucky Educational
Cooperative, Special
Education Building,
Murray State University, Murray, KY. 42071.

RN'S NEEDED
Full-time, part-time and
weekend availability.
Contact Manor House
of Dover. Dover, Tn.
615-232-6902
MURRAY Company now
taking applications for
sales persons for Murray,
Paris area. Will consider
some part-time. Must
have transportation. No
experience necessary,
will train. Hourly salary
$7 per hour when on appointment plus commission for those who
qualify. Please call for
appointment 753-0229.
OPENING for LPN or
medical assistant in
local physicians office.
Excellent job opportunity with benefits Send
resume to P.0 Box
1040-N, Murray, Ky
BABYSITTER in my
home. Mon.-Fri. 12:303:15. Must have references. Call 753-9297.

HELP
WANTED
Instructors needed
for teaching seminars
part time. Most areas
of academic field,

crafts, antique &
metal working. All
fields of expertise invited to apply. Week
long seminars of
planned age groups
range from youth to
senior citizens. Most
classes will take
place on site. A director of education will
be selected from
these applicants. No
phone calls. Write:
Kermit Hancock
President
Ken-Bar Inn Resort
Box 66
Gilbertsville, Ky.
42044
SECRETARIAL posl•
Hon available September 15: Must have
micro-computer experience. Send resume
and references by September 3 to : West
Kentucky Educational
Cooperative. Special
Education Building,
Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
SECRETARIAL position
Full-time
Typing/office skills a
musi, shorthand a plus.
Send- resume to P.O.
Box 598, Murray, Ky.
TACO John's now ac•
cepting applications.
Must be clean, hard
working k dependable.
No phone calls.
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Help

Wanted

SALES GOLDMINE.
National music & video
company need top distributors & sales reps.
Excellent income &
repeat business. 702-8314682 11-4p.m.
SALES` GOLDMINE.
National Music and
Video Co. needs Top
Distributors and Sales
Reps. Excellent income
and repeat business.
1702)831-4680.
9. Situation

Wanted
CARPENTER available. Need anything built
or repaired? Please call
after 5p.m. 753-4197.

19. Farm

24

Equipment

3300 JD Combine with
both headers, good
condition. Call 435-4155.
A Farmer's friend. A
Blaze King Wood Stove
and his chain saw. Save
1/3 the work with our
catalytic. Morgan's
Furniture, 503 E.
Washington. Paris, Tn.
901-642-4179.
BLAZE King Fireplace
inserts. Make that
fireplace energy ef(Went while still being
able to watch the fire.
Contractors inquiries
welcome. Morgan's
Furniture, 503 E.
VVasington, Paris, Tn.
901-642-4179.
CUT your own
firewood? Blaze King's
for you. Our catalytic
saves 1/3 the work.
Morgan's Furniture, 503
E. Washington, Paris,
Tn. 901-642-4179.

CUSTOM dozer work
Call Gene Parker after
5:30p.m. 753-5838.
FOR all of your
fireplace repair work
dampers, gas pipes,
firebox, chimney
cleaning. For estimates
Rick- 753-0953.
QUALITY, dependable 2 2 . Musical
child care, in our home.
Centrally located. Day ALTO sax. 1 year old.
Bundy II, ex. Cond.
or night. Mon.-Sat. 18
month old toddlers & 753-0375.
up. Reasonable rates. BUNDY Clarinet. Call
Limit of 3 children. 7 759-9593.
years experience. Call CLARINET, Signet
brand. wooden. Call
753-8083.
RESPONSIBLE mother 436-5429.
would like tp babysit in PIANO for sale.
Wanted: responsible
my home. Have re
party to assume small
ferences. Call 753 7701.
monthly payments on
WILL do general clean
piano. See locally,
ing, $5 hour. Excellent
credit manager 1-800references. 435-4338.
447-4266.
WILL sit with elderly or
USED Spinet piano, like
sick. Good references. new. $800. Call 437-4432.
Call after 5p-:m. in the
eve. Phone 753 4590.

FOR SALE

11. Instruction
DANCE instruction
ages 4-adult. Call
verley Peeler for
formation and
gistration. 753-8226.

for
Beinre

14. Want to Buy

26. TV -Radio

Spinet-Console
Piano Bargain
Wanted:
Responsible party
to take over low
monthly payments
on spinet piano.
See locally.
Call Mr. Perry
1-800-882-8874

MAGNAVOX console
color TV.. only $7 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0595.

WANTED: Sears Craftsman 10" iron table saw.
Call 436-5555.
WANT to buy- very old
furniture- old baby
items. Call 753-3642
days, 753-5738 nights.
WANT to buy 40-80
acres farm land Pottertown New Concord 24. Miscellaneous
Cherry Corner area.
1978 COUGAR XR7.
436-2851.
89,000 miles, $2000. 16'
15. Articles for Sale
Jonboat & trailer, $150.
12' Jonboat, $125. Furniture. 759-9673 or 753Jo-An's Varieties
6348.
is having a buy one
2 HAND crocheted bed
and get the second
spreads. $500 each, good
condition. Call 753-4124.
one of same value at
3`x5 1/2' AIR-hockey
half price sale, on
table; Univox bass
mens jeans, shirts,
guitar with amp. &
speaker; 2-wheel
pants, boots, jogtrailer, good condition;
gers, and steel-toed
1981 Kawasaki 750 LTD
work shoes. We also
motorcycle. nice. 7530789.
just received a new
4 PERSON heated
shipment of childrens
Jacuzzi. good condition.
clothes.
redwood enclosure, $1,
375. Call 753-6758 or
SED refrigerators and 753-3734.
stoves, apartment size ALUMINUM running
and full size, several to board for a S-10 Blazer
choose from. contact or Bronco II. Call
Marty Futrell at 405 436-5862.
South 4th Street in ATTENTION comMurray or call 753-7668 mercial van owners- 2
Days or 753-2394 Nights.
metal side racks. 1
WHIRLPOOL re- metal, plexiglas divider
frigerator, only $8 per & 1 captains chair. Call
week. Rudolp h after 6p.m. 753-8393.
Goodyear -Whirlpool, BLAZE King... For
753-0595.
your wood heating
needs. Stoves, fireplace
16. Home Furnishings
inserts and the new
PLAID love seat. $30. Royal Heir. Morgan's
Heavy wood coffee Furniture, 503 E
table, $20. Drop leaf Wahington, Paris, Tn.
table with 4 chairs, $50. 901-642-4179.
Phone 759-1396.
EROSTFREE, avocado
TAGGERED bunk green, Frigidaire rebeds with chest, like frigerator. Call 753-7906.
new. Call after 6p.m. LARGE, large, large
753-4837.
selection of storage
WHIRLPOOL heavy buildings in stock for
duty washer, only $6 per immediate delivery.
week. Rudoph Acree Portable
Goodyear- Whirlpool, Buildings, Mayfield,
753-0595
Ky. 502-247-7831.
Shelter Insurance Company will offer for sale to
the highest bidder a 1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass 69,000 miles, automatic. p.s., p.b., air condition,
cruise, tilt wheel, power seats, AM-FM radio, rear
window defroster.
The vehicle will be available for inspection from 9
a.m. to 5p.m. Mon.-Fri. at The Shelter Insurance Office on North 5th Street in Murray.
All bids should be clearly marked as "Auto Bid"
and mailed to Shelter Insurance, P.O. Box 823, Murray, Ky. 42071. Bids will be accepted thru 9-'.3-86
and the high bid notified prior to 9-17-86. Shelter Ins.
Co reserves the right to reject all bids. Buyer will be
resoonsible for all sales tax & transfer fees
S•SS...sS UUSUSSSS US

ShOwtime's

Labor Day Weekend Special
Rent 4 Movies for $10
Friday due back Tuesday
VCR rental $10
Friday due back Tuesday
Free box of popcorn with every special rented
Open Labor Day 1 5 p m
Over 500 more titles to choose
from including new releases

Showtime
Dixieland Center

753-7731

Miscellaneous

32

MURRAY Memoxial
Gardens- two plotsunassigned- very
reasonable- only interested parties call 7532383.
CRYTES Used Office
Furniture, 1016 Jefferson St., Paducah, KY.
442-4302. Desks, chairs,
files and much moreGood quality used
furniture.
PROTECT your in.
vestment put a rubber
bed mat in your new
pick-up truck. Also,
have tool boxes for
compact pick-ups.
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
RCA stereo and food
blender. Call 753-7615
RON'S Muffler will
change your oil filter
with lube, $14.95; heavy
duty shocks. $15.90 installed; mufflers, $26.95
installed. 400 N. 4th St.
753-3514.
SEASONED firewood.
Oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods, min. order2 ricks- $30/ rick
delivered. For a full
measure- call John
Boyer at 753-0338.
USED aluminum
Irrigation pipe, 3" thru
10", plastic roll-out
pipe. Brannan Irrigation 314-246-2240.
1.1SED carpeting. good
condition; exercise
bicycle; trolling motor.
Call 753-4788.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven, only
$4 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0595.

27, Mobile Homes for Sale

Apts for

Mirrray Ledger & Times
Rent

40. Produce

46 Homes for Sale
PURPLE hull peas. $7.50 2 BR modern frame
in
bushel delivered in country, washer/dr
yer
Murray area. Also Okra, hook-up, carpeted, well
.60 per lb. Call 759-4799.
insulated, deep well,
TOTT pick purple hull utility shed, new roof &
peas. Call 753-1816.
new foundation. Nice
for retired couple.
41. Public Sales
Ready to move in. Must
sell- $12,500. Call 4365439.
2 BR, new vinyl siding,
heat pump/AC. 1 acre
lot, city water,
workshop, storage
building, $29,000. Lynn
Grove 435-4432.
Sat., Sun.,
3 BEDROOMS, brick. 1
Block from university
and Mon.
with basement apartment. large workshop.
8-?
two garages. Call 7591st Trailer past 4963.
Hamlin Grocery 3 BEDROOM house in
Panorama Shores. lot 5,
on Hwy. 444.
90x150. Owner moved,
must sell. Price reduced to $24.000. 1-4439960 after 5:30p.m.
3 BR brick home, large
living room, dining
room. fireplace, gas
heat. full basement. For
extra income has 1 BR
Monday, Sept. 1st
upstairs apt., outside
entrance & 2 BR garage
1710 Miller Ave.
apt. Large backyard.
Garden space. 1 / 2
Something for all.
block from hospital. 713
Also 15 cu. ft.
Elm. Call 1-395-4756.
7 ROOM house, garden
upright freezer, call
space. Call 753-6940.
753-4670.
REMODELED. Good
location. Near college
and shopping. Large
rooms. Upstairs area
for expansion. Central
Fl/ A. Carpet. $36,000.
1004 Main. 759-1265.
2217 Gatesborough
SECLUDED 3 bedroom,
Circle
2 bath, brick home on 15
Mon, Sept. 1 at 10
acres east of Murray.
$79,900. Phone 436-5574.
a.m. Some of the
Super insulated 2 or 3
items to be auctionBR home with passive
ed: 1977 Buick
solar green house, 2
Skylark; Farmall-A
baths. large kitchen Az
tractor with hydraulic
dining area. Alscecentral heat & air.: Nice
lift, plow & cultivator;
corner lot. $48,500. 753riding lawn mower,
0563 Tripp Williams,
self propelled walking
Broker & SOLAR
mower, roto tiller,
HOME BUILDERS.
t.v.'s, C.B.'s, gocart, some tools,
many items r- some
nearly new.

1 BR duplex. appliances
turn., central heat &
air, deposit required.
No pets. No children.
Northwood Subd. $200 a
month. Call 753-4873.
APT. for lease or rent.
Unfurnished, 2 BR. gas,
water, garbage pick-up,
utilities included in
rent. No children or
pets. Call before 5p.m.
753-8355, after 5p.m
759-9854.
BRAND new 2 BR apts.
for rent. No pets please.
$285 per month. 753-9475
if no answer 753-0521.
FEMALE wanted to
share furnished house.
Nice place. Very close
to campus. Call
753-4101.
MUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity
759-4984.
NICE 2 BR upstairs
apt., private entrance,
furnished $175 per
month plus deposit. Call
Allison Photography
753-8809.
NICELY furnished 1 & 2
bedroom apts. Located
near campus. Call 7536111 days or 753-0606
evenings.
NICE, spacious, 2 BR,
furnished apt. Newly
decorated. 3 blocks
from campus. Call 7538585.
NOW renting 2 BR apts.
at Embassy. $225 per
month. Call 753-3530.
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762-6650.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
33. Rooms for

PORCH
SALE

YARD
SALE

AUCTION &
YARD SALE

Rent

ROOM

PRICE
REDUCED!
MUST SELL!
1983 Buckaneer
doublewide like
new, on 1 acre
lot with storage
building.
Phone
759-1293

for rent. 1 block
from campus, air conditioned, HBO &
Cinemax. Call 759-9645.
34. Houses for

Rent

2 BR house, washer!.
dryer hook-up, wooded
lot. near Murray. No
pets - Responsible
couple $185. References. Deposit. 7537551.
3 BR, 2 bath home, in
county, on 121 N near
Graves County line.
Den with fireplace &
wood stove. garage,
extra lot for large
garden. Very nice
place. Will rent by
month or lease. $325 per
month, deposit required. Ca11489-2882 or
435-4338 anytime.
3 BR house. 420 S. 9th St.
Appliance furnished,
TV.A insulated. $350 a
month plus deposit.
753-5094.
ATTENTION young
married, like
country
living? Nice furnished
or unfurnished Norris
home. 3 miles north of
Hardin on new bypass.
Reasonable rates. Deposit required. 527-7803.
NICE 3 bedroom brick
house to responsible
family. Central heat/air, carpet. appliances,
garage. Lease & deposit. 314 N. 6th St. Call
247-4386.
NICE roomy brick
house in Hazel, Ky.
unfurnished or partially
furnished. Available
immediately. Call 4374193.

12x60, 2 BR trailer,
excellent condition. Call
489-2611.
1971 12x40 MOBILE
home, 1 BR, utility
room with washer &
dryer hook-up, partially
furnished. $2000. Call
753-2928 after 3p.m.
weekdays.
1974 CLENBROOK,
24x60, 2 BR, 2 bath, new
carpet. Call 527-8076.
1982 TRAILER, 14x76
with a 9x22 pull-out, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, furnished, dishwasher, 8 ft.
ceilings, central air,
underpinning, 8810
front porch. Call 4374890.
FOR sale by owner double wide mobile
home, over 1/2 acre,
garage, paved drive
and walks, in Stella.
Large trees in front and
back. Call 753-4124.
HOLLYPARK 1973
12 x65 , 2 BR, good
condition. insulated for
Northern zone. Refrigerator. stove, ceiling fan, Underpinning,' 37. Livestock-Supplies
a.c. included. Must be
CORN fed goats for
moved. $4500. Call 753butchering. Also. milk
9873 or 436-5836.
goats. 901-247-5513 or
SEVERAL 10' & 12' 247-5652.
mobile homes. Ideal for
SIMMENTAL and
lake or rental. furnished
Simbrah bulls. Peror unfurnished. AC.
formance 8z semen
Negotiable. 753-5209.
tested. Excellent qualVERY nice 2 bedroom ity. $650 8r up. Cadiz,
,trailer with refrigera- Ky 522-8794.
tor, dishwasher, burners & double oven 38. Pets-Supplies
washer 8z dryer. out
building on 2 beautiful ARC Cocker Spaniel
lots. Hamlin. I-4. on puppies, 3125. Call 753Blood River. Price is 9570.
ARC German Shepherd
right. Call 4?7-4193.
puppies. Excellent
28. Mobile Homes for Rent bloodlines. Very cheap.
Must sell quickly
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
Puryear 901-247-3374.
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas. AKC poodles, Toy and
electric, air con- miniature, 7 weeks,
ditioned. Shady Oaks 5150. AKC Labradore
puppies, $125. Groom
753-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near ing & boarding Para
Murray. No pets. Call dise Kennels 753 4106.
AKC registered Lab
489-2611.
puppies, chocolate &
29. Heating arJ Cooling
yellow Call 527 9903
BLAZE Xing's new PUPPIES Lab
Hunt
Royal ileir available at ing dog mix, 6 males 3
Morgan's Furnitue. 503 females, born May 27,
F. Washington, Paris, 1986 Call 354 6018, Tom
Tn. 901-642.4179.
WELL bred AKC. OFA,
WOODSTOVES for show quality German
sale. Blaze King stoves Shepherd puppies, $250
and fireplace inserts and up
Call
Number 1 in the nation
502 235 5364
Morgan's Furniture, 503
E. Washington, Paris,
Tn 901-642-4179

115 South 13th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-3492
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MURRAY 44'.,47
HOT TUBS
SALES • RENTALS
Chemicals•Maintenance

,4itP.

Rent

1 BR furnished apt., air
conditioned, water furnished 121 North, next
to Fairground Call
753-3139.
BR duplex in Northwood. appliances
furnished. intercom &
central .vacuum,
washer & dryer hookup
Available immediately $300 per
month plus deposit Call
753-7724 or 753-9898
APARTMENT for men,
adjacent to campus
Call 753-8585

FOR SALE
2 Bedroom
House

753-0835

(House must be
moved off present location

43.Real Estate
KY. LAKE DEVELOPMENT LAND
15 acres bordered on 3
sides by Kenlake State
Park, $ 10,000. 75
acres between Anderson shores Subdivision
and TVA at Anderson
Creek Embayment,
$30,000.
2 BR house near MSU
11615
Hamilton),
$21.500.
Owner C. a Bondurant
Realty 753-3460.

Call 753-1265
47.Motorcycles

3 ACRES more or less,
at Coldwater on
blacktop road with 3 BR
mobile home plus 4
rooms added on. Also. 2
BR mobile hOrne, outside buildings, shade
trees, good well &
septic. $14.000. Phone
489-2220.
KOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality home in the city
& in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
753-1222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
44. Lots for Sale
BEAUTIFUL, shaded,
1/2 acre lot. 327 ft.
hwy. frontage on 121
South. 5 miles from
Murray. Call 753-7668
Days or 753-2394 Nights.
CTIOICE one i ii acre
building site 1/2 mile
off 121 South on Old
Murray, Pvis Road.
Call 753-7668 "bays or
75..234 nights.
bON'T miss this opportunity to own 5 wooded
acres only 1/2 mile
from lake. The location
is on KY 1918 near
Hamlin and Pine Bluff.
All it takes is a small
down payment and $141
per month for 36
months. This is at the
low interest rate of 8";
owner financing Ken
Shores Estates
753-7531.
NICE lot in Pine Bluff
Shores on main channel
of Beautiful Ky Lake.
Community water
available Call 753-7668
Days or 753-2394 Nifhts.
NIft shaded building lot
on Mulberry Street
between South 11th and
12th Street. 59'x139'. all
city utilities available.
ideal for FR A. home.
753-7668 Days or 7532394 Nights

KEN SHORES ESTATES

.32. Apts for
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.at Hamlin
Has four lake lots for sale
1 /
1
2 acre with waterfront
lot
1-- /
1
2 acre lake viewlot

1-/
1
2 acre lakeview lot
1 -/
1
2 acre lakeview lot

$9,995.00
$9,000.00

$8,500.00
$8,500.00

This property is offered with owner financing
with 25% down and the balance financed over
36 months at 8% APR

Call Ken Shores Estates 753-7531

1981 HARLEY Davidson Low Rider, always
garaged, 13,000 miles, 1
owner. $3950 firm. Call
759-4063 8a.m.-5p.m.
1981 H-D Superglide,
one owner miles, extra
nice. Call 436-5584.
1983 HONDA Aero
Scooter, red, good con.
dition, 1500 miles.
Phone 1-345-2735.
1983 HONDA %. -65,
Magna, low mileage,
excellent condition. Call
753-4575 after 5p.m.
49.Used Cars
1977 BONNEVILLE, 2door, hard top, local
owned car, excellent
condition. Call 436-2427.
1977 CADILLAC. Katherine Lax. Call 489-2802
after 6 pm or 753-3142.
1977 DATSLTN B-210,
good condition, excellent car for young girl,
$800. Call after 4p.m.
753.9478.
1978 CADILLAC Coupe
Devine. excellent -condition. low mileage. For
model, 489-2422 after
5p.m.
1978 DODGE Magnum.
loaded. $2000. Excellent'
condition. Call 759-1094
after 6p.m.
1979 MONTE Carlo,
good condition. Can be
seen at 206 Elm St. or
call 489-2578.
1980 HONDA Prelude,
runs & looks good. excellent gas mileage Best ofter_ Call 759-9530 after
7p.m.
1981 Cl, TLAS.1
Supreme. air, tilt,
AM .•FM. cruise. $4500
or best offer Call
753-3722 after 5p.m
1981 DATSUN B-210,
very good condition
Call 753-0822_
1981 MAZDA 626. 4 door. air. new tires, one
owner. good condition.
Call after 6p.m
753-8393.
1983 MAZDA 626. excellent condition, 1 owner
48.000 miles. Call 474
8.542
1984 FORD Tempo CL
I owner, low mileage
excellent condition Call
489-2399
1985 BUICK LeSabre
Limited. Collectors
Edition. 4dr. VS. loaded
with equipment. Excel
lent condition Must be
seen to be appreciated
,it 405 South 4th Street in
Murray or Call 753-7665
Days or 753-2394 Nights

1985 GMC S15. $5300
1974 455 Formula, like
new 1979 Chrysler New
Yorker.• $2800 Honda
50, 5200. 1985 Yamaha 80
4
wheeler, $750. Pian0
$100 Call 759 9673 or
753 6438
•71 DODGE Dart, V 6
automatic, clean car
Call 753 7597
'80 MALIBU Sports
wagon. blue with blue
interior, power & air
Nice family car $7500
Call 437 4607

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered
TOYOTA Corolla, 1980, MITCHELL Paving
green hatchback, 5 Commercial, respeed, sun roof, $2,000 sidential
Large or
Call 345 2439
small. 30 years experience. Call 753-1537
50.Used Trucks
MOBILE HOME
1978 K-5 BLAZER 4x4, Specialist' Repair and
needs some body work, preventative maintenRoofs. floors.
everything else excel- ance
lent condition. Call 753- plumbing. wiring.
hurricane straps 7590509.
1980 CHEVROLET El 4850.
Camino, automatic MOODY 'S Mower
trans., ps. pb. air, Repair- pickup and
AM/Ern cassette, delivery. All work
guaranteed Call 753cruise. 759-9954.
1981 MAZDA pickup. 5668.
49,000 miles, excellent MOWING, hauling.
pruning. plantings Call
condition. Call 492-8989.
1983 4-WHEEL drive, Jerry at 759• 481o. or
jeep pickup, air. Call 759-9661 7 eves
after 5p.m. 753-1776 or ODD job specialist.
ceiling fans, electrical,
753-3215.
V.W. VAN, very nice, plumbing. fencing You
$1450. V.W. dune buggy. name it. I do it You
You
$550. Will take nice buy. I install
riding mower in trade. break. I fix Call 4362868 evenings.
Puryear 901-247-3374
51.Campers
22' SHASTA camper.
ac, sleeps 6, excellent
condition. $3600 Call
759-1094 after 6p.m.
AVTEK motor home,
Chevy chasis, roof air,
gas furnace, selfcontained. low mileage,
$5,995. Phone 436-2324.
52. Boats-Motors
1983 BAJA, 260 Mer.
cruiser 1.0., walk-thru
windshield. Call 4365356 or 753-1935.
53. Services Offered

2 MEN want to do yard
work. Tree trimming.
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery, mow
yards. light hauling &
wood for sale. Free
estimates. 753-0680 or
759-1683.
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways.
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repair. 25 years experience . Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 ihome I.
APPLIANCE repairwashers- dryers refrigerators, ranges.
air cond. George Hodge
& Son. 10 Dixieland
Shopping Center 7534669.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves. dishwashers. refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 7535341.
CARPET installation,
professional service.
Also repairs. Satisfaction guaranteed Glenn
Bebber 759-1247

ROOFING
Metal & Shingles
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding.
Free estimates.

Call 759-1600
DANES Window
Cleaning Residential,
commercial, one 8/ two
story. References.
Senior Citizen discount.
753-9873 or 436-5836.
D&G Builders. Experienced builders of
houses. garages &
storage buildings. Call
474-8000.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR home improvement & repair on interior & exterior call
762-4782. No job to
small.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR 15 years experience. Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing.
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL Free estimates. Days 753-6973.
nights 474-2276.
GENERAL Building
Repair- 20 years experience Roofing &
painting. indoor & outdoor Odd jobs. No job
to small 474-5057

753-9224
30 Years Experience
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753-7203

1 ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. Raferancas.
Call WM Ed Bailey
753-06119

Services Offered

GREENHOUSES and
sun rooms, starting
with your patio founds.
lion Enjoy the outside
all year. Custom built
energy saver homes.
Contracted or hourly. Solar home builders
Tripp Williams 753-0563.
GLERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultur d
Marble. tops- sin
panels, custom ma4e
vanities. Free Est. 7
9400.
HANDYMAN UN.
LIMITED
General
home improvement and
repairs. Call 759-1969.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
PAINTING
Paper 753-2310 for free
hanging. commerical or estimate
residential, Free 4-4timates. References. 25 J L .Mchnight & Sons
years experience, Sawmill on Poor Farm
Tremon Farris 759.1987
Rd Buyer of standing
ROOFING. Siding. timber. Call 753.7528.
Concrete work. Ad- JOINER'S complete
ditions. Painting, tree service. 32 yrs
General Carpentry. experience
Also,
P.A. Molony
753.5628. stumps mechanically
Free Estimates.
removed 10- below
EI.VING Machine Re- surface Call 753-0366.
pair. All --makes and LEE'S CARPET
models. Home Sr In- CLEANING. For all
dustrial. Bag closing your carpet az upholstmachines Also scissor ery cleaning. For a free
sharpening 40 yrs
estimate call 753-5827.
experience
All work Satisfied references.
guaranteed
Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674.
Stella, Ky.
Irrigation Residential
SUMMER is the time to
CAMPBELL WELL
either deadwood: or
DRILLING
remove diseased anMcKenzie In
d/or unwanted trees
Call Collect
For all your needs- call
901 352 3671 or
901 352 5704
Borer's Tree Service Free Estimates
the professionals at
753-0338.
T&D FIRE EX- SURE Way stump re
TINGUISHER SER• moral No lawn dam
VICE. Sales- service- age. Low, inexpensive
installation of all types rates
For free es
of fire extinguisher & timateS call 753 5484 or
range hood fire sup- 437 4752..
presslon systems. WET BASEMENT. We
Licensed & bonded. make wet basements
753-9260.
dry Work completely
TREES, limbs, bushes guaranteed. Call or
pruned or removed, write Morgan Con
brush clean-ups. etc. struction Co Rt. 2, Box
Call Jerry at 759-4808 or 409A, Paducah, Ky.
759-9661 7 eves
42001 or call 1 442-7026.
WILL do bushhogging
and order gardens Call
ArtHainum & vinyl
753 8590
siding & trim. For
WILL do bushhogging
Call 753 7746 or 753 9615
references & free
WILL do concrete work,
estimates call
roofing, siding and
Dwain Bennett
carpenter work, odd
lobs Call 753 2887 AE
753-1992
Ballentine

Onurtr.s
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

•
•

•

SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
•
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop By & See Our Display
•

....
Sunbury
Circle
O
40.
••.
9.

O OOOOOOOOO
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DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
381.60
Yesterday
Opened
Opened
Today
386.75
Today
Up
5.15
Up
Compliments of:
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071

5.14
5.15
.01

753 7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
We loan money on anything of value
Hours: 10-6 Daily, Closed Sunday

TOMMY SANDERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
BROWN & BIGELOW

Specialty Advertising
(502) 753-3299
Norman Rockwell Calendars
Balloons
Pens - Matches
Yearly Date Planners
4000 Specialty items to choose from

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service
Installing
city
sewer, water lines
& septic tanks. All
types
backhoe
work.

53

111

re

Lovely Gatesboro Tn-level
Residence in immaculate condition. Newly carpeted throughout,
new central heating and cooling
system, built-in hot tub, attractively
decorated. Large "backyard with
trees, garden area and covered
patio. Just reduced to $72,500.
Owner will consider trade.
Contact

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

•

•

•
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Community events...
Monday,Sept. 1
Events in Land Between the Lajtes will include IrOh-Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
ad Butter Churning at 2
p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850
Skywalk at 2 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
---AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church. Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399. 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---Parents Anonymous
Chapter is scheduled to
meet at 6 p.m. For infor-

(Coned from page 6)

Tuesday,Sept. 2
Monday.Sept. 1
mation call 762-6862 or will work on baby
pillows at 10 a.m. This is
762-6851
open to interested
Tuesday.Sept. 2
Bazaar Workshop will women.
---be at 7 p.m. at First
First Baptist Church
Presbyterian Church.
WMU will have a
---Mothers Morning Out general meeting at 9:30
will be at 9 a.m. at First a.m. in chapel of
United Methodist church.
---Church.
Groups of First Bap---First United tist Church WMU will
Methodist Church meet as follows:
Women will have lun- Kathleen Jones at 2
cheon at 11:30 a.m. in p.m.; Lottie Moon at 6
social hall of church. p.m. at home of Ruth
Executive Board will Caldwell; Bea Walker
at 7:30 p.m. at home of
mee at 10:15 a.m.
Sue Darnell.
------Ladies of Seventh and
Group II of CWF of
Poplar Church of Christ

Tuesday,Sept.2
First Christian Church
will meet at 2 p.m. in
church parlor.
---Diet and Diabetes
meeting will be at 2 p.m.
and Prepared
Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m., both in
third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
---Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a potluck supper at 2 p.m. at club
house.
---Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a salad supper

Opponents Argue
That Drug Testing Is
Too Unreliable
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Dr. Robert L.
DuPont, president of the Center for
Behavioral Medicine in Rockville.
Md., insists that everyone who tests
positive for drugs in a urine testing
program is guilty. This is utter
nonsense. For example, the Navy
has issued an elaborate regulation
to ensure safeguards in the collection and subsequent handling of
urine specimens. In dealing with
several hundred Navy urinalysis
cases. I have never yet seen a single
case in which that regulation was
not violated. As a result, specimens
are often mislabeled, contaminated
or lost bcfore they ever reach the
laboratory. We have been able to
prove, repeatedly, that a urine
specimen attributed to our client
was in fact someone else's. If this
occurs in the Navy, where the
service member is protected by the
right to counsel; what will happen
in private industry where there are
no such protections?
Furthermore, once the specimen
reaches the laboratory it is subject
to error in testing. Even the manufacturers of the testing equipment
concede some margin of error, as
does Dr. DuPont. He maintains,
however, that because the margin of
error is small, it is statistically
"irrelevant." As he should know,
statistical inference has no validity
in the individual case, and in the
American system of justice, civilian

or military, an accused person is not
supposed to be convicted, or punished, on the basis of statistical
inference, but rather on the basis of
individual guilt, proved beyond a
reasonable doubt.
No responsible person advocates
the use of dangerous drugs or
alcohol in the workplace. But we
should not permit careers, lives and
families to be destroyed by programs as rife with error as the urine
testing programs. In this country,
we believe in the rule of fundamental fairness. Apparently, Dr. DuPont does not.
CHARLES T. BUMER,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
SAN DIEGO
DEAR MR. BUMER: Thank
you for writing. Apropos the
accuracy of trine tests to detect
drug users, a reader sent this
from Discover magazine(March
1986):
"A person whose urine contains traces of a drug isn't
necessarily a current user. For
example.30 days after a person
stops smoking marijuana, tests
may still detect THC,the active
ingredient in the drug. In fact,
someone who merely sits in a
room thick with marijuana
smoke may test positive a day
later. Thus, the exams may
measure not only what drugs

you take, but also what company you keep. And that opens
a whole new can of worms."
***

DEAR ABBY: The company I
work for is starting a drug testing
program. At the moment, they will
only test people who are acting
oddly (a lot of people act "oddly,"
which doesn't mean a thing). Also,
they could change this policy at any
time to testing everyone as they are
already testing new employees.
They already spot-check our cars as
we go out the gate searching for
drugs, liquor or guns. They also can
search your person or purse. If we
refuse, we can be let go. I feel this
is also a violation of my civil rights.
I do not take drugs, drink or carry
a gun.
The younger generation I talk to
who are not involved with drugs
say, "So what, let them test me, I
have nothing to hide." They do not
realize how many freedoms we have
already lost, for they have never
known the freedom the rest of us
have experienced.
Please don't use my name or city.
I could lose my job.
TIRED OF BEING
SEARCHED,TESTED
AND PUSHED ARM IND

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Marian W. Berry,
Fort Myers. Fla.;
mother-in-law, Mrs.
Ruth McCullough;

Walter J. Waterfield
Services for Walter J.
Waterfield will be Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham and John Dale
will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.

Mr. Waterfield, 79, of
1116 Fairlane Dr., Murray. died Friday at 7:15
a.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.

at 6:30 p.m. at club
house.
---Women's Guild of St.
Leo's Catholic Church
will have meetings at 10
a.m. and at 7 p.m. in
Gleason Hall.
---JeCkson Purchase
Doll Club is scheduled to
meet at noon at Sirloin
Stockade.
---Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County
Health'Center.
--Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Free blood pressure
checks will be given
from noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-Day
Adventist Church, South
15th and Sycamore
Streets.
---Racer Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
--Events at Calloway
Public Library will inelude Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.
---Skate Night for
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School will
be from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Roller Skating of Murray. Children skate for
$2.50 with $1 to PTA and
teachers and adults for
25 cents each.
---Auditions for "You
Can't Take It With You"
will be at 7 p.m. at
Playhouse in Murray.
Calloway County Park.
For information call
759-1752.
---Southwestern District
Dental Assistants Society will meet at 7:30 p.m.
-a-t- West Kentucky
Vocational-Technical
School Dental Assisting
Classroom, Paducah.
Nancy Rose, Hospice
Director at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital, will speak.

sister-in-law, Mrs. Betty
Vaughn; brother-in-law,
Virgil Stewart; nephew,
Lee Vaughn.

Final rites for Robert
Tharpe will be today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Hamock Funeral Home,
Paducah. The Rev. Jimmie Hodge will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Oak Grove Cemetery.
Mr, Tharpe, 73, of 930
Harrison St., Paducah,
died Wednesday at 3:20
p.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital there.
He was a member of
Mount Olive Free Will
Baptist Church. He was
a retired employee of
Shawnee Steam Plant of
TVA.
Survivors include his

He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Jackie
Waterfield; one sister.

Burial will follow in
Goshen Cemetery.
Mrs. Galloway, 70. Rt.
Murray, died Thursday at 5:45 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs.
Ramona Eaker and
Mrs. Dan Grimes; her
mother. Mrs. Lillie
Moody; one brother,
Claudie Stamper; four
grandchildren; seven
great-grandchildren.

wife, Mrs. Laura
Tharpe; one daughter,
Mrs. Hattie Kendall,
Paris, Tenn.; four sons,
Jackie Tharpe of Murray, Thomas Tharpe
and William Tharpe of
Paris, Tenn., and Terry
Croom of Louisville:
one sister, Miss Cecil
Tharpe of Chicago, Ill.;
two brothers, William
Tharpe and Brutt
Tharpe, Chicago;
seveal grandchildren.,
Mr. Tharpe was
preceded in deatyh by
two sons and two
brothers

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

refrigerated.
The Army is also considering building an incinerator at the
Lexington-Blue Grass
Army Depot to destroy
70.000 obsolete rockets.
Residents oppose that
proposal, fearing an
accident.
James R, Ambrose,
who as undersecretary
is the secondlanking official in the Army, also
attended the hearing.
He said if an incinerator
were built, an independent agency would be
found to monitor /Mk
safety

753-3445

Pizza inn

99

Mini
Pizza
Monday thru Wednesday
9 p.m.-Close
Thursday 5 p.m.-Close

GM

for 48 months on most

all cars or cash rebate
DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
753 1617

41411 S. Morrrey

PURCHASE
AREA

eiteAmt
DEALER

NOTICE
We Haul White
Gravel
and Dirt.
N1OVA
LX STUMP
Mechanically removed
24 Deep
Free Estamii,.
Treated Cross 1.es
435 4343 Bob Kemp
or
435 4319 Bob Kemp Jr

Coldwater

Save

COUPON—

We'll Match ANY
Competitor's Price!
Quality Mufflers $ 1 995
Installød
• Most American Corc
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO
REPAIR & SERVICE CENTER
c,14 S

17th

Fsth

1956

7511 7,-,0

2
.90
0
for 36 months
or

for 48 months
GMAC
Financing
On All 1986
Passenger Cars
and

•EI Ca minos
•C/K 10-20 Pickups
2 & 4 Wheel Drive

•S-10 Pickups
2 & 4 Wheel Drive

•S-10 Blazers
2 & 4 Wheel Drive

*C/K Blazers
•Suburbans
•G Cargo Vans
If decide not to
take advantage
of the GMAC
Financing You
May Qualify For
Rebates From

-

FREE! FREE!

on most all cars
for 36 months

Financing

BELIEVE
IT...
OR NOT

GET INTO PIZZA INN

2.9% Financing
4.8%

A Social Security
representative will be at
Miller Courthouse Annex from 10 a.m. to
noon.
_ --National Scouting
Museum wIl be open
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
---This is last day to
enroll in regular Tuesday and Thursday
16-week classes for
credit at Murray State
University and classes
must attend on this
date. Also charges will
begin for drop-add procedures at MSU today.
---Murray State Lady
Racer Volleyball team
will play Southern Indiana at 7 p.m. in Racer
Arena, MSU. Admission
is free.
---Orientation for
freshman students at
Murray State University will be conducted by
Bonnie Higginson, coordinator for Learning
Center, at Hart Hall Coffee House at 7 p.m.
---Open air concert by
Andrew and the
Upstarts will be at 8
p.m. at Cutchin Recreational Complex. Admission is free.
__
---AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850.
----

Chim Chim
Chimney Sweeps

GtNIR•L MOTORS CORPORATION

RICHMOND. Ky. AP I
- An official says the
Arjriy will study other
methods of moving
nerve gas rockets from
a storage site in
Madison County.
Charles Baronian. the
Army's top nerve-gas
expert, said during a
public hearing that a
study would look at
moving the nerve gas by
plane or by rail at extremely low
temperatures. The Army had said previously
It would only move the
rockets in railroad cars
that were not

Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees will
meet at 7 p.m. at office
at Jaycee Fairgrounds.

Get Your Chimney
Cleaned Now
*Free Estimates*

.k..t'p T' • ; rear 1-;M Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

Army to ,study ways to mu% e gas -

Tuesday,Sept.2
Auditions for "Buried
Child" will be at 7 p.m.
at Johnson Theatre,
Murray State University. For information call
762-4421.
---Murray Moose Lodge
will have a business
meeting at 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7
p.m.

Don't Wait
Too Late

Robert Tharpe

Mrs. Hazel Galloway
The funeral for Mrs.
Hazel Galloway is to.aay
at ri a.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
John Dale and Henry
Hargis are officiating.
Jerry Bolls is directing
the song service.
Pallbearers are Anthony Morrow, Thomas
Morrow. Claudie
Stamper J r., Ronald
Parker, Russell Parker,
Andrew Harrison,
Willard Harrison and
Randolph Story

Tuesday,Sept. 2

2

8

Ingredient Medium Pizza
2 FREE Cokes

$5.99
Deliver) OM)
Expires Sept. 5. 1955
Not valid with any other eopuon otter

COUPON
-COUPON •

FREE! FREE!
2 Ingredient Medium Pizza
2 FREE Cokes

15.99
livery Only
Expires Sept. 6, 1986
Not valid with any other copuon offer
-COUPON.

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
011/11811at tiiK)101111 COSPOSATI011e

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

753-0900

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
S. 12th St., Murray

Olympic Plaza

753-2617

Pizza inn.
DELIVERS IT ALL

•
milloW10111iir*

